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CHAPTER I 
The Problem 
: The purpose of this study is to determine the con ... 
tent of the libraries of six Rhode Island secondary schools 
in the field of the social studies. 
The frequency of appearance of references cited by 
social studies textbook writers is noted. This is 
accomplished by means of a master list composed of the work-
ing lists of the cooperative theses written in the social 
studies at Boston University in 1947-1948. A basic list of 
social studies references for the secondary school library 
is also suggested. 
Definition of Terms 
To avoid confusion for the reader Wesleyts!/ 
definitions are cited below. 
Reference BoQ~~: Under this heading would appear 
general encyclopedias, yearbooks, state manuals, atlases 
and dictionaries of biography. 
17-Edgar B. Wesley, Teach~qg ~.§.9s_~aj. ...§..t.\ML~~-~n.c. Beath, 
Boston, 1942, Pp. 327-331. 
:1 
Periodicals: Magazines which attempt t o present facts, 
reflect opinions, and present critical views. 
Textbook: A book used as a standard in any branch or 
course of study; a book that forms the basis for regular 
class i nstruction. 
~fer~~ All printed matter which contains 
material that is additional or supplementary li1 nature; may 
or may not be similar; may or may not extend beyond the text-
book. 
Biography: Books written on the lives of great and 
typical men and women and deserve to be recorded and read. 
Series: Composed of a number of volumes, each of 
which is written by a different au_ thor. 
~~ A number of related volumes by the same author. 
§Deci~l Studies: Books which provide materials that 
extend beyond the textbook and encyclopedia; deal with a 
special topic, as travel, labor, etc~ 
FictiOi.U Literature which mirrors social realities; 
the better fiction books reveal many concrete facts about 
social relationships that the social studies books can't even 
indicate. 
Parallel Textbook: Books of a parallel nature that 
can show other syntheses and organizations than those appear-
ing in a particular textbook. 
Source ~~: Books which furnish that indispensable 
sense of reality which can be obtained in no other way 
except by experience. 
Collateral Reading 
The need for collateral reading and an ample supply 
of references has long been recognized in the social studies 
field. 
The Committee of Seven in 1899 recommended that 
materials outside textbooks be utilized.~/ 
Teaching has been enriched and even greater possibili-
ties are in store for those who set up and carry out a wide 
reading prcgram. Every teacher of the social studies re-
cognizes the importance of an intensive and extensive read-
ing program. In no subject, except possibly English, is the 
reading program more fundamental. Reading offers practically 
the only means by which the students can, at least vicarious-
ly, acquire all the rich and illuminating experiences which 
the human race has had.~/ 
Outside reading should be a vital factor in all work 
of the social studies. Time and opportunity must be given to 
pupils to enlarge the scope of their reading beyond the text-
I/The Study of History in Schoolll Re-eprt to the American 
Historical As,sociation :Qz the .QQ!B!!!ittee of sev~u, NewYork, 
Macmillan, 1~99, p.91 
g/Wesley, QE. £!!., p.305 
books required in the class work. A wider range of reading 
is necessary.~/ 
In addition to the classroom texts the student should 
have access to at least two or more other texts of a 
parallel nature. If several copies of each additional text 
are available, the teacher can make occasional assignments 
when the library texts offer a superior treatment. The 
parallel texts will also serve a useful purpose in showing 
the students that there are other syntheses and organizations 
than those in their own particular textbooks.!/ 
Only to the extent that collateral readings, along with 
other supplementary materials, are available and utilized is 
the teaching of social studies likely to develop the ability 
to do independent, critical thinking.~/ 
The Library 
Since many authorities, such as Horn, Wesley, the 
Binings, and others, strongly favor collateral reading it is 
I7Arthur c. Bining and David H. Bining, Teaching the §Q£1!! 
Studies in the Secondary Schools, New York, McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, 1941, p. 154. 
g/Wesley, ~· cit., p.327 
3/Ernest Horn, Methods of Instruction in the Social Studies, 
Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1937~.235:--
4 
obvious that adequate libraries should be a~ailable for such 
a program. 
School library service means for the child a new world 
of spiritual and intellectual adventure. It means for the 
teacher untold increase in resources and power. It means for 
the school a new atmosphere of learning, a new vision of 
things intellectual, and a unifying force of the highest 
significance. It means for the home new elements of common 
interest and the revival of reading aloud. It means for the 
public library a growing clientele of intelligent patrons. 
It means for democracy increasing' vigor and security.~/ 
One of the greatest influences upon public education 
in this country has been the rapid rise and development of 
school libraries.~/ 
Modern methods of classroom teaching are placing new 
demands upon the secondary school library and are making its 
place in the innovating school one of signal importance .. ~/ 
The library has become an indispensable part of the 
structure of the secondary school.~/ 
,!/JoyEiiii'er Morgan, "The School Library Movement" .... Library 
Journal, 54:107-109, Feb. 1, 1929. 
ZJWilliam G. Brink, Directin& §.tud;y Activitill !!1 Secondary 
. Schools,Doubleday, Doran & Company,Inc., New York,l937 ,p.207 
3/B.Lamar ·Johnson,"The Secondary School Library" National 
Survey of Education,Bulletin No.17, Monograph ~o.l7,1932,p.2 
i/Bining and Bining, 2R• £11., p.240 
5 
Similar Studies 
In 1947-1948 a series of studies was undertaken at 
Boston University in the field of social studies. Charles F. 
O'Hara investigated eight textbooks in jw1ior high school 
Amer i can history and compiled a total of 1951 references 
cited by the eight authors.~ Of these 1951 references 
O'Hara found that three of the eight authors agreed on only 
85 references . This list of 85 references constitutes the 
junior school American history section of the master l :tst 
used in the present study. 
Kempton J. Coady found that 2512 references were 
l i sted by the authors of five textbooks in high school Amer i-
ccn history.V Only 270 references, however, a.ppeared in 
three or more of the five textbooks. It is this list of 270 
refer ences which forms the senior high school American 
history section of the master list. 
I7charl'es-F. o'Hara,'' A _Study of References Cited in Junior 
High School American History Textbooksn, unpublished 
master's thesis, Boston Univ., 1948 
g./Kempton J. Coady, "A Study of the Reading Refer ences in 
Five Senior High School Ame:rican History Textbooks",. 
unpublished master's thesis, Boston University, 1940 
,.· _ I -·-~ ._ 
Robert A. Gentry analyzed nine civics textbooks and 
fotL."l.d that a total of 2698 references were listed -by the 
authors • .!:/ Of this total only 179 references were mentioned 
in two or more of the nine textbooks. This list of 179 re-
ferences forms the civics section of the master list. 
James R. Donovan found that out of 2437 references 
which were cited in eight economics textbooks only 143 refer-
") 
ences were to be found in two or more of the eight textbooks •. ::/ 
Theses r -eferences form the economics section of the master 
list. 
Timothy P. Murphy compiled a total of 1225 refer-
ences which were listed 1n ten geography textbooks .~1 Of 
this total he found only 138 references mentioned in two or 
more or the ten textbooks. These 138 references constitute 
the geography section of the master list. 
1l/Robert A. Gentry "A Study of References Cited in the Text-· 
books in the Field of Civics", unpublished master's thesis, 
Boston University, 1948. 
~/James R. Donovan, "A -study of References Cited in Senior 
High School Economics Textbooks", unpublished masterts 
thesis, Boston University, 1948 • 
.3/Timothy P. Murphy "A Study·of References Cited in High · 
School Geography Textbooks", unpublished master's thesis, 
I Boston University, 1948 
Ralph c. Magnuson, investigating five problems of democ-
racy textbooks, found a total of 2078 references.~/ Of this 
total he found that only 68 references were cited by three or 
more of the five authors. It is these 68 references which 
make up the problems of democracy section of the master list. 
Andres. J. Kornechuk examined three high school 
sociology and two high school social problems textbooks and 
£eund a total of 931 references.~/ The 112 references which 
were found in two or more textbooks constitute the sociology 
section of this master list. 
In 1948-1949 Robert s. Harris analyzed six textbooks 
in American government and found a total of 1004 references.l/ 
Only 82 references were found in three or more of the six 
textbooks and these 82 references form the American govern-
ment section of the master list. 
I7Ralph c·. Magnuson, 11A Study of the References Cited in 
Problems of Democracy Textbooks for Secondary Schools", 
unpublished master's thesis, Boston University, 1948. 
~/Andres J. Kornechuk, "An Analysis of the Reading References 
in Senior High School Sociology Books'', w1published 
master's thesis, Boston University, 1948. 
}/Robert s. Harris, uA Study of References 6ited in 
American Government Textbooks for Secondary Schools 11 , 
unpublished master's thesis, Boston University, 1949. 
8 
A cooperative survey, based on seven of the studies just 
cited, was conducted in 1948-1949 by Allen Barrow and others 
to discover the nonfiction social-studies content of certain 
libraries.:/ This cooperative study did not include the 
American government reference list since Harris 1 thesis had 
not been completed. The present study includes the master 
list used in the cooperative study of 1948·1949 as well as an 
American history fiction list and the American government list 
Summary 
It has been clearly shown in the preceding paragraphs 
that in the field of the social studies there is a great need 
for collateral reading. In order to satisfy this need an 
adequate library has become an essential function of the 
secondary school. It is the purpose of this study to ascer-
tain the extent of the fulfillment of this obligation. 
I7Allen Barrow and Others, "The Availability of Social 
Studies Reference Books in Thirty Five New England 
Libraries"; unpublished master's thesis, Boston .University, 
1949. 
CHAPTER II 
Outline of Procedure 
From the theses summarized at the close of the pre-
ceding chapter the present authors compiled a master list of 
one thousand seventy-seven references. It was decided to 
check this master list in the libraries of six secondary 
schools of Rhode Island. At the suggestion of their adviser, 
the authors visited Mr. Howard Olsen, social studies depart ... 
ment head at East Providence High School, who supplied them 
with letters of introduction to the principals of the six 
schools involved. In every instance, the presentation of the 
letter of introduction to the principal resulted in complete 
cooperation from the principal himself and from the librarians 
and social studies department heads to whom the writers were 
introduced. The procedure followed was to look up each of the 
references on the master list in the card catalog of the 
school library. In some cases it was necessary to check 
classroom libraries to learn if they contained any of the list-
ed references. This .was due to the fact that in some schools 
the classroom references were not cat-alogued in the school 
library. 
The populations of the towns covered in this survey 
:iO 
range from 15',000 to 75',000 and the school enrollments range 
from 250 to 1280. For the purpose of clarification, it can 
be said that these towns are located in the industrial area 
of the state and by no means can be considered rural. 
The authlllrs began their inquiry in November of 1949 
and terminated it in February of 195'0. 
A basic social studies library is suggested in 
Chapter VI. The selection of references for this basic list 
was limited to those references appearing on the master list 
used in this study. Each of the references appearing on the 
master list is recommended by at least two textbook writers. 
Every reference listed in Chapter VI appeared in three or 
more of the six libraries investigated and/or is recommended 
by textbook writers for use in more than one of the social 
studies. Also, each of these references is recommended by 
the Standa,I~ ~~a~gg for ]4~ §choo1 119rar~* The pro-
,. 
cedure used in determining which books are to be listed in 
the StandaiQ Catalo& is as follows: 
During the months preceding each supplement, a file of 
cards is built up including titles which the editors think 
should be considered for this ~atalo~ A short time before 
a supplement is to be published, this card file is gone over; 
mimeographed lists are prepared and sent to the collaborators 
*Standa~Catalo~ !Q! High School bJbrarieA, H. w. Wilson 
Company, 5th edition, 1947_t compiled by Dorothy E. Cook, 
Anne T. Eaton, Dorothy H. west. 
for a vote on the titles that are known to them. When these 
returns are received, the selection is made on the basis of 
their votes . ~ractically all the books are known by enough 
of the collaborators to get a good cross-section of opinion. 
If a title does not seem to be known, ~nd it appears to the 
editors to be a possibility, it is held over for re-voting. 
The collaborators are school librarians, teachers of 
library science, educe.tors and specialists in agricul ture, 
~rt, fict i on, music, physical education and hygiene , science 
and useful arts , and social studies. 
In preparing this edition (1947) the 1942 Catalog and 
the 1943-1945 supplement were re-s ubmitted to the same 
process of voting on the par t of the collaborators . In 
addition a ~arge number of new titles were considered in 
order t o get a consensus of opinion on additional books. 
CHAPTER III 
Presentation of Research 
The eight social studies reference lists which comprise 
the mast er lJst for this study will be identified in le.ter 
tables by the Roman Nmnerals which follow : 
I . Jwrior High School Amer ican His tory 
II . Senior High School American History 
III . Civics 
IV. Economics 
v. Geography 
VI . Problems of Democracy 
VII . Sociology 
VIII . American Government 
Junior High School American History 
The information. obtained in this study appears i n the 
following tables . Each of the first eight tables is concern-
ed with one of the social studies . Tables IX, X, and XI 
summarize the material contained in the previous tables_. 
The junior high school American history list consists 
of eighty fiv·e references . (See Appendix A). Forty ... t wc of 
these references did not appear in any of the six librar ies 
investigated . Table I shows the forty-three references which 
did appear in the libraries investigated~ This table is 
divided into four parts, 1) biographies, 2) fiction, 3) series 
and sets , a.nd 4) others . Eighteen of the forty-three 
references were fotmd in only one library; ten were found in 
two libraries; six were found in three libraries; five were 
found in four libraries; three were found in five libraries; 
and one, the ~Norld b~m~D&£, appeared in all six libraries. 
.14 
Table I. - Junior High School American History 
Title of Books* 
~io gra..P!J.1&a. 
1. Beard, A. E. s. 
Our For§1gg BQ!ll 
g_.;j,tize~ 
2. Charnley1 M. v. Boy's kir~ 2f !h~ 
:Viright !k..21h~:§. 
3 .. Cody, "''J. F, 
Adventures of BufflalQ. 
Bill ·---~-
4. Custer, E. 
Boots l!!.!£ §add}-~§ 
5. Hagedorn,_ H. 
Boy's ~ Qf. I ... 
Roc.§.§~£1t 
6. James, B. R. 
~ 99Y.r2£~£.112. ll.§.latl 
7. Lansing , M. 
Liberators and Heroes 
2! .§Q::!~ri'C'a ---
8. Lindbergh, c. 
11!: 
9. Lisitsky, G 
Thomas ififferso~ 
10. Meadowcroft, W.H. 
Eo y 1 s b.!f£ Qf. Mi§Q!l 
Schools 
.A B c D E 
X 
X 
X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X 
X 
X X X X 
X 
X 
*Titles-are classified according to YV'esley. See p. 1. 
F 
X 
X 
X 
Title of Books Schools 
A B c D E F 
11. Nichola.y H. 
BoY 1p Life 2f y.§.Grant X X 
12. Riis, J. 
Maki.q,g £f. .sill Amer~ X X X X 
13. Rourke, c. M,. 
DavY Crocket_! X 
14. Sandburg,c. 
lli !4QSQ1!! Q±QYi§ !m X X 
15'. Shaw, A. H. 
S tor X 2!. ~ .fj,.Q~!:I X X X 
16. Washington, B. T. 
!I:Q E.rQm .§l.s:Y~LY X X X X 
17. Wbitei s. E. 
Danie flf>O!l!,!¥11de_r~ 
Scout X X X 
Fiction 
18. Coatsworth, E ... 
Sword of 1!1! Wj_lder.~§.§. X 
19. Field, R. 
Calico £3!1,§!,1 X 
20. Finger, c. J. 
Courflg~ gomJ?~Dion X X 
21. Grey K. 
Rollfn_g -Wheels X X 
22. Hewes, A. D. 
Glory 2!. .tb.2 ~§§ X X X 
23. Johnston, M. 
I.2, Have and 1£ Hold X X X X X 
24. Knox, R. B. 
Gray gaps X X X X 
Title of Books 
25. Stackpole, E. A. 
SmuggJ-u!A ~ 
26. Swii:t, H. H. 
Railroad iQ Freedom 
Series and Sets 
27. Building Ameri.Q!!_ ?~r-J-~§. 
28., Pageant Qf. !m£ri.£g 
£~ill.§. 
29. Comptqn 1s !~ctur~Q 
EncYcls_p~_g~ 
Others 
30. Ayling, K. 
Semper Fidelis 
31. Bi shop, J. B. 
~ Roosev~JS.;A Letters 
12. His Ch~J..dr:~n 
32. Davis, J. 
li.Q Other White Me.q 
33. Earle. A. M. 
Home tife in Colonial 
Day_s--
34. Flaherty, J. J • 
.Qn ~Air 
3 5'. Hartman, G. 
Machines and Men Who 
- Made TheWorld Qf 
Ingy~trl" 
36. Kenton, E. 
!~th Hearts 9ourageous 
A 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
B c 
X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Schools 
D E 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
F 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
_, r; 
...L ¥, 
1_8 
Title of Books Schools 
A B c D E F 
37. Lamprey, L. 
pays of the Discoverers X 
38. Langdon, w. c. 
Everyd~.Y I.hings In 
American Life X 
39. Peck, A. M. 
Pageant of South 
American History X 
40. Reck, F. M. 
Romance of American 
Iransportatiou X X 
41. Seegert E. 
Pagean Q! Chinese 
!U.~~Q!Y X 
42. Van Metre, T. w. 
Trainsi Tracks, and 
Trave X 
43. World Almanac X X X X X X 
Senior High School American History 
The senior high school American history list consists 
of two hundred seventy references. (See Appendix A). 
Ninety-two of these references did not appear i n any of the 
libraries investigated. Table II shows the one hundred 
seventy-eight references which did appear in the libraries 
investigated. Sixty of these refer ences appeared in only 
one library; thirty-four were found in two libraries; 
fifty-five were found in three libraries; fourteen appeared 
in four libraries; twelve appeared in five libraries; and 
three were found in all six libraries. The three references, 
all fictional, which appeared in all the libraries are: 
~ Crisis, by W. Chur chill; So Big., by E. Fer ber; and 
I,he Vir ginian, by o. Wister. Ten of the twelve refereaces 
which appeared in five of the six libraries are either 
fictional or biographical. Table II is divided into 1) 
biographies, 2) fiction, 3) parallel textbooks, 4) series , 
5) sets, 6) source materials, and 7) special studies. 
Table II . - Senior High School America.n History 
Title of Books 
* Schools 
A B ,., D E F I.J 
Bio~raphi~~ 
1 . Addams, Jane 
Twenty Years A1 Hull 
li~ X X X X 
2. Atherton, G. F. 
!~ Conquer.oz:·' X X X X X 
3. Bacheller, r . 
A Man For IDSl .Ages X X X X v ..... 
4 . Baker, R. s. 
Woodrow Wi lson. Life 
- -----And Letters X 
5. Bruce, H. A. 
Daniel Boone And The 
Wildernes s Roaci X X 
6 .. Charnwood G. R. B,. 
Abraham _1lncom X X X X X 
7. Darrow, F. L. 
Maste!:.£_ of Science Aag 
I nvention X X X 
8. Dodd, w. E. 
Jefferson Davi§. X 
9. Frenklin, B. 
Autobiography X X X X X 
10. Gay, Sydney H .. 
James Mill!~ X X 
11 . James, M. 
~ Raveq, A Biography 
of Sam HoustQl1 X 
*T"iie titles are classified according to Wesley. See Page 1. 
I 
Ti tle of Books Schools 
A B c D E F 
12. Ledge, H. c. 
Alexander Hamilton X X 
. ·- --- ·--·-..,.~ ...... 
13. Magruder, A. B. 
12!!!! Mars 1-~Jl X X X 
14. Morgan, James 
.Q.ll!. Pr e.?.J£!.~£1,!;§ X 
15. Morsel J. T. 
~ !l.am§._ X X X 
16. Morse, J. T. 
Life Qf Fran~11n X X 
17. Nevins, A. 
Grover Ql~Y~1S£Q, A stud~ Jn ~9Y!~g~ X 
18. Paine 1 A. B. A ~.§. blli £f. 
Mark I.,w~n X X X 
19. HiisM J .. A. 
~- •· SJ!rJ!l! Qf Ml 
A!P~rj.s~n X X X X 
20. Roosevelt , T .. 
Autobiq,g.ril.P.N X 
21. Schurz, Ca.rl 
Henry g].ay X X 
22. Scudder Horace E. Georg~ ~§bigg!Qn X X 
23. Thayer, W. R. 
Life And Letters 
---------.-2f l2 .ro Jig1[ X X 
24. Tumulty, J. P. 
Woodrow Wilson 
M. 1 1m-ew.-lilm X X 
25. Tyler , R. c. 
Patrick Hegrz X X X 
'Bitle of Books 
26. White, W. A. 
Calvin Coolidge, 
Puritan . in ~abylon 
.. ' .. \ · 
27. Wildman E. 
Famous Leaders Q! 
· Industr.I 
Fiction 
28. Austin, J. 
Standish Q! Standish 
29. Bacheller, I. 
ln the Days of Poor 
Richard · · · 
30. Bacheller, I 
~ Light in The 
Clearing · · · 
31. Boyd, J. 
Marching On 
32. Churchill, w. 
The Crisis 
33. i~~rg~~;!ln:· 
34. Cooper 1 J. F. J,ast Q! the 
Mohican§ · -
35. Cooper' J. F. 
The §J!.I 
36. Davis, w. s. 
Gilman of ~ord 
- . . . - . . . -
37. Ferber, E • 
.§g_ Big 
38. Ford, P. L.i 
The Honorab e 
hter Sterling 
A B 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
Schools 
C D E F 
X 
X 
X X 
X X X 
X 
X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X 
X X X X 
X X X 
Title of Books Schools 
A B c D E F 
39. Harte, B. 
~ 21 BQ!Iin~ ~!'-911? X X X 
40. Hawthorne N • 
Twice Tol§ !ales X X X 
41. Hough, E. 
The Covered Wagon X X X X 
-- ---
42 • .Jackson, H. H. 
Ramona X X X X X 
43 • .Johnston, Mary 
!2. ~ And !2 Bill X X X X X 
144. Kingsley, c. 
Westward ~J X X X X X 
45. Mitchellc s. w. 
The~ illl: X X 
46. Morrow, H. w. 
Forever ~ X X X 
47. Norris F. 
lh! Octo~ X 
48. Norrist F. 
The Pi X 
--· 
49. Pagei T. N. 
ln U Y,!,rgin.!! X X 
50. Page~T. N. 
Red ock X X X 
--
51. Parker, G. 
Seats of the Might.r X X X X 
--
52. Poole, E. 
The Harbor X X 
53. Quick, H. 
Vandemark's Fol,U X X 
Title of Books Schools 
A B c D E F 
54. Roberts, c. M. 
The Great Meadow X X X 
-- _..,..,..__ ._ ----
55. Rclvaag o. E. 
Giants Ju th~ ~I!b X X X X 
56. Stowe, H. B. 
Uncle Tol!l2§. 2.? bin X · X X X X 
57. Thackeray, w. M. 
~ Vi!,g_!nj.gg§. X X X 
58. Wallace, L. 
The £1!11: QQ~ X 
59. Whitet W. A. 
A Cer ajg B.i£.h Man X X X 
60. Wilsoni M. 
The Ab e !fg1§Y£hlig.s X X 
61. Wister, o. 
~ Y!rgJrlian X X X X X X 
Parallel Textbooks 
62. Elson, H. w. 
Historz 2f. .:t~ U,S 1 A-. X X 
Series 
Haskin, Charles 
Editor 
H. ( 5V •) 
Americ~ li.!mu ~~ 
63. Fish, C. Re 
Ameri~ P~£!£m~sz X 
Hart! A. B. Editor 13V 
Amer ce.n Nat ion 
. ~· ------~ A Histou 
Title of Books 
64. Babcock, c. 
Rise of American 
li2.tl-2n.2li!:i-- ' 
65. Basseti J. s. 
Feder.f_Js! §n.t.ru!! 
66. Bourne, E. G. 
Spaip. .!9, ~rica 
67. Chadwick, F. E. 
Cause~ Qf the givil ~I 
68. Channing, E. 
Jeffersonian System 
------ -- - . ----
69. Garrison, G. P. 
Westwe.!.Q ~,R~ns;ipg 
70. Hosmer, J. K. 
The Outcome of ~ CIvil-war- -
-·---=-=- ....._,... 
71. Howard, G. F. 
~ ,Preliminar.t~.§. Qt. lli 
Revolution 
----~
72. Latane, J. H. 
America As A World 
Power · - - - - -
73. McLaughlin 1 A. c. Confederatlon And 
const1t'Utloi1 -
==-=· "-·-~__.... 
74. Ogg~ F. A. 
Nst~onal EroE~ 
75. Thwaites, R. G. 
Franc.e 1Jl America 
76. Turnert F. J. 
Rise or the New West 
--- ---~ ---· ·. --~- w 
77 • Tyler, L. G. 
England ~ Americ~ 
25 
Schools 
A B c D E F 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
Title of Books 
Johnson, Allen Editor 
50V. 
Chronicles of America series ___ - -
79. Andrewsi C. M. 
Cclon.,iL E£1~~2.! 
Bo. Andrews, c. M. 
The Fathers of New Engl!:!iig-- " - -
81. Becker, C. L. 
The Eve of the 
TevOIUtion-
82. Bolton, H. E. 
~ §.P.§Ui§.h 
gg.r9m!~.§. 
83. Buck, s. J. 
The ,b.,erar.J!t!! grusad~ 
84. Corwin, E. s. 
John Marshall and 
T'he Constffit IOn ----- .. _.._.._... __ _ 
85. Dodd, W. E. 
~ pp_!,!;.Qg !in.g§ppt 
86. Fa.rrand, M. 
The Fathers of the 
COnSt1Jy:fig~ -
87. Fisher, s. G. 
Ih! 2!l~.K~.t Q91QD..fe.§. 
88. Ford, G. J. 
Washig,g.!.Qg i\Sg !ill 
~pJ.l~2,£..U!!§. 
26 
Schools 
A B c D E F 
X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X 
X X X 
X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X 
27. 
Title of Books Schools 
A B c D E F 
89. Goodwin, M. w. 
Dutch And EggJi§D Qn ~ Hudson. X X X 
90. Hendrick, B • .r. 
Age 2f ~ig Busip~§§ X X X 
91. Hough, E. 
lli ~ill!!E. of ,the 
E!'P!.l.t.!~ X X X 
92. Howland, H • .r. 
!. Rcosev~! ~n£ BJ~ 
,!imes X X X 
93. Hulbert, A. B. 
The Paths of Inland commerce- - X X X X 
94. Johnson, A. 
Jefferson and His 
-Colleagues X X X 
95. Johnston, M. 
Pioneers of the 
Old South - X X X 
96. Macy, .. T. 
Anti-Slaver.t ~r.usgg_tl X X 
97. Moody, J. 
M£ste~ of Capital X X X 
98. Moody, J. 
Railroad Builders X X X 
99. Ogg, F . A., 
The Old Northwest X X X 
--- -
lOO.Ogg, F. A. 
B21E!! of And!.!U! 
Jackson X F X X 
lOl.Or th S. P. 
The ~oss and The 
--- -M§Shine X X X 
Title of Books Schools 
A · B c D E F 
102 . Orthj s . P • 
.Q!!r. ore i.Ell!U:..~ x . X X 
103. Peine R. D. 
The FJz!l! f..Q!. A 
ill.2 ~ X X X 
104. Ps.ine R. D. 
The oid M~rcn~n! b1§!l~ X X X 
105. Perry, B. 
IL! Amerj£~n §pJri! 
1!1 Li.i~r!iiY~ X X X 
106. Seymour, c. 
Woodrow Wilson A g..§ 
____ ..,. .. «<'.. ....-- ·- · - -- --!h£ !2.tlg Yt~r X X X 
107. Shepherd, w. R. 
Hispa!J.j.£. N.51.t~ 9I. 
.tll~ F2r1g X X X 
108 . Skinner, c. L .. 
Advent L,!.fJ.L§ Q.f Q£§gQ!! X X X 
109. Skinner, c. L. 
Pioneers of ,!;],1~ 01£. southw~_r- X X X 
110. S1osson, E. F. 
e,p1er j.~ag § .P j,rj.j; in 
-Ed uca_tJgJl X X X 
111. Stephenson, N. w. 
Abrah0!J LiD£21n _ggg 
the ImJ.on X X X 
112. Stephenson, N. w •• 
The Da_y Q1. !he. 
Confede.r,?,_2X X X X 
113. Stephenson.£ N. w. 
Texas and he k~Z~§ll 
-- --~- ---=-Yf.~ X X X 
Title of Books· 
114. Thompson, H. 
Age g! Invention 
115. Wood, w. C. H. 
Elizabethan Seadogs 
116. Wrong, G. M • . 
!ashingtog and His 
Comrades ~ ·arms · 
- . - .. - - - - - . - . 
Schlesinger, A. M. 
and Fox, D. R. 
History Qf American Life ·12V ~ ... . ... . 
A 
lt 
X 
lt 
117. Adams, J. T. 
~ Provincial Society x 
118. Fish..t C. R. 
The Rise of the Common 
·Man~--~ x 
119. Nevins, A. 
Illit Emergence 2f M:~dern 
·America · x 
120. Schlesinger, A. M. 
Th~ Rise ~f th~ Cit}i X 
Sets 
121. Channing, E. 
History 2f ~ y.~ 
~ ...... . 
122. Hartl A. B. 
Amer can History Told Iii 
Contemporaries ·5! · · · 
X 
X 
Schools 
B c D 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
E 
X 
X X 
F 
•J>Cl 
t'·•·:..__;J 
Title of Books 
A 
X 
124. Rhodes, · J • . F.,. 
BMto~ g1; !~E! !?·§.• 
X 
125. Wilson, W • . 
History of the ~I:ican 
-p~ople _I~ · - · - - · · · x 
Source Materials 
126. ~~~~~~gq~~~~~~~ 
127. Hendrick,. B. J. 
Life and Letters of 
~~et -~~~ _-_ X 
128. McCaleb, W. F. 
A a ~o_n ~~~~ Q~~~.!~~Q:l x 
129. Macdonald, w. 
Doc~menta.~I ~ou~~eb~ok x 
130. Muzzey, D. s. 
!~adiqg~ in Am~icaq 
!!~~tort. -- - · - - -- · -
131. Richardson, J. c. · 
Mes§.~g anQ.P§.p~~ Qf 
X 
Pre.§.;id~~tS. · · · · · · - x 
Special Studies 
132. ~11en;'' F. L. · . 
~- YE!sterdaY_ 
,. ,. 
X 
30 
Schools 
B c D E F 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
=========*==============~~~========-=~- -~-=-=-=-=========================,~========= 
Title of Books 
133. Beard, A. E. s. 
Q1u: f9!'lli!!-~£!1 Citizens 
134. Beard; c. A. & 
Beard, M. A. 
The Rise of American 
Civilization·--
--..- ---~----
135. Beck1 J . M. The (.;onstitution of 
-tFie· ·uniteCI~tes 
136. Blakeslee, G. H. 
Recent lQI.eiga ~olg;y Q.! 
A 
X 
X 
X 
!he u.s. x 
137. Bogart, E. L. 
Econom1c Histor;y of 
Schools 
B c D 
X 
X 
th~ !!.~.- §..a_ X 
138. Bowers, c. G. 
Jefferson ~Dd g2mil!Qn 
139. Bcwers, c. G. 
Jefferson ill Power 
140. Bowers, C. G. 
~ Tragic ru 
141. Bryce, J. 
;n~ ~merican Commonwealth x 
142. Ca1lendar , G. s. 
Selections From The 
- EConomic- HiStOry 
£f. ~ !!.a. §... 
143. Carlton, F. T. 
IDstgrx Agg fr_pblems Q! 
Organize9 Labor x 
144. Chase, s. 
Men ~ Machines 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
E F 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Title of Books 
145. Coolidge, A. c. 
u~ ~ As A World 
Power 
146. Dewey, D. 
Financial History 
A 
147. Dodd, W. E. 
~]an.§.l:.Q!l 51nd .QQ!lflict x 
148_ Earle, A. M. 
Home Life in Colonial 
P£t.Z§.-~ --
149. Ely, R. T. 
Labor Movement in 
!!!ler_!_gj! 
150. Faullmer, R. T. 
American Economic 
-HIS"tori ---
151. Fiske, J. 
American Revolution 
153. Ferment s. E. 
Rise or American 
X 
X 
X 
X 
-co-mmerce and I.ndustu. x 
154. Forman, s. E. 
Sidelights QU Our 
Social and Economic 
History- -
155. Gerard, J. w. 
~ E2ill: Ye §.!:.§. in 
Germany 
156. Hart, A. B. 
Formation of ~£2 
Union 
X 
X 
Schools 
B c D F 
X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X X X X 
X X X 
X 
X 
X X 
Title of Books Schools 
A B c D E F 
157. Hayes, c. I. H. A Brief HistQ!X of 
The Great War X 
158. Hough, E. 
Fifty-~ For:U 
Q.!:. Fight X 
159. Jernegan, M. w. 
~ American Colonies X 
160. Johnston, M. 
The Long Roll X 
161. Latane, J. H. & 
Wa inhouse , D. W. A History of Americ!ill 
E.gr~im policy X X 
162. McFee, w. 
How Our QQll. 1§. Iiill1 X 
163. Magruder, F. A. 
National Govt& ~ 
International Relations X X X X 
164. Malin, J. c. 
~ u.s. After the World 
War X 
165. MerzG c. 
The reat American ~ Wagon X 
166. Millis, w. 
I.illa Martial §]irit X X 
167. Parkman, F. Qonspiracy 2f fontiac X X 
168. Parkman, F. 
The Oregon Trail X X X X X 
169. Peckt H. T • 
Twen y Years of ~~ 
Republic X 
Title of Books Schools 
A B c D E F 
170. Pryor! R. A., 
Remin_§S~~ 
.2! Peace ~ War · X 
171. Riis, J. 
How the Other Half 
- -- -~ -Livn X X X 
172. Roosevelt, T. 
I!!! Winning .Qf th~ West X · X X X 
173. Schlesinger, A. M. 
!!2 Yi~w~.!f!ll .!!l 
Am~rican H.fstorz X 
174. Sparks, E. E. : 
~en Who Made The Nation X 
_...,.._. .......,._ ~ __. .. --
175'. Stanwood, E. 
His~ory s! 1b! fre§!-
den~y X X 
176. Sullivan, M. 
~ Times X X X 
1'77. Turner~ F. J. 
~ Frontier 1n 
Americag D!§torz X X 
178. Van Rise, c. R. 
~ CQnsetyatign 2! 
Na~~ ~esource§ 
1a ~ JJ.a. §... X 
CIVICS 
The civics list consists of one hundred seventy-nine 
references. (See Appendix A). One hQ~dred fourteen of 
these references did not appear in any of the six libraries 
investigated. Table III shows the sixty-five references 
which did appear in the libraries investigated, Thirty of 
t hese v.1ere found i n only one l i brary; t hirteen were found in 
two l.i.br ari.es; eight were found in three libraries; ten were 
found in four libre.ries; three were found in five l i br e.rj_es; 
and only one, the World J..l!P~Q-2!;, appeared in all six libra-
ries. Table III is divided into four parts according to the 
number of times the references were recommended by textbook 
wri t ers . The first part lists the references which appeared 
in t wo of the nine civics textbooks analyzed by Robert A. 
Gentry. (See p.?). The second part lists the references 
whi ch appeared in three of these textbooks, the third part 
those which appeared i n four, and the fourth part those 
which appeared in five. 
36 
Table III. 
-
Civics 
e Titles of Books Schools 
B c D E F 
RefGrences appee,ring 
in two of the nine 
Civics textbooks 
analyzed 
Allen B. & Briggs, M.P. 
1. Behave X.Q.Y.£.:2~lf X X X X 
2. Atkins, W. E. & Wubnig A .. 
~ Ec2n2m1£ ~2£1§. X 
3. Banni ng, M. c. 
Letters iQ. §y~ X 
4 . Ber nays , E. L. 
Car eers fQr ~ X 
5. Bolton, s. K. 
Girls !i11Q ~.?..ID£ ~ID.Q.,Y.!l X X X 
6. Book, w. 
~earnin_g ~ 1Q §1.Y9.X &1.£ 
Wo r k ~!f~s~lY.~l~ X 
7 .. Brande, D. 
Wake ~ _sng 11Y~ X 
8. Brewer and Landy 
Occupati9,~ 12Q~ X X 
9. Brockman M. 
What Is ~he Like X X X _ __ .. ___ 
10. Byrd, R. 
.A1cn~ X 
11. Capen, L. & Melchior , M. 
,Mx y;or.t.h 19. the ~121'1,9; X 
12 . Chapman 1 P. w. 0C£~P~!J.Qg~1 Qy19~ll2~ X 
Titles of Books 
A 
13,.. Chase , S. 
Men and Ma chines 
14. Colby, c. c. & Foster , A. 
EconomJc Geographl X 
15. Compton 
.fictured ~cyclQ.12~disa 
16. Da le.l E. 
HQ! lQ fi§£g g Newspaper 
17. Davey 1 M. A. & Smith, E.M. ~~ryag_y Oc£Upations x 
18 D i · ~r ,c.; • • av s, v. . .... 
Life On a Medi~val Baroni- X 
19. Donham, S. A. 
§.pending The Family Income x 
20. Garner, J. 1. & Capen, 1. 
B 
X 
Q~ Government x 
21. Given, J. 1. 
MakJgg .i! N.g!Yspaper x 
22. Greenan & Meredith 
Everydax Problems of 
American DemoQKa cy 
23 . Gu.r'l ther , J. 
Inside Euro,P~ 
24~ Heiser , V. G. 
An American Doctor's 
O dyssey -
25. Ho lbrook & McGregor Qgr World of Educa t iQQ 
26 . Hough , E. 
1h£ Covered Wagon 
X 
X 
X 
X 
School 
c D E F 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X X X X 
X 
X X X 
Title of Books 
27~ Lapp1 J. A. & Weaver,R.B. The citizen And His Q£vernment- -
28 . Lingenfelter & Kitson 
A 
!2£a!ions [Q~ Girls x 
29. McAndrew w. 
§.QS!al Studies X 
30. Mci..ean, D., 
~owing Yourself And 
Others 
31. Morley, c. 
Parnassu§. 9!1 !{!f~§.!§ 
32. Nationc;l g&gg,r,g.Phic 
~gpz.~ni! 
33. O'Rourke, L. J. 
Opport~~ .1!! QoveJ:!l=. 
~ 
34. Phillips, M. c~ 
~kig-De~D.-TD§ !rg~h Abgy~ 
!2~.?-!l.:t~ h-1£1§.-§itf.fl ,Silld 
li~rmfyl 
35. Pound, A. 
Industr.i§]. bm~r1Slli 
36. Proctor 
Vacations, 
37. Rosengarten, w. 
Choos ing 1£Yr ~lf~ !Qr~ 
38. Scholp~t1£ Mag~~jg~ 
39. Van Rise & Havemeyer 
Conservation of Our 
-N.a turi}-~i.Q.P:I'~ii-
X 
X 
X 
X 
'Schools 
B c D E F 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X 
Title of Books Schools 
A B c D E F 
40. Van Loon, H. 
!he §.tor¥ 9! Mank,!nd X X X X 
41 . Wa ldfr L. D. 
The ouse on Henry 
- gtreet- - - X 
42. Woodward . E. ~~gJ.l1~ Pref~Kred X 
References appear ing in 
t hree of the n ine Civics 
textbooks e.nalyzed 
43 . Ant in, M. 
lli P,r9~_!~.§Q b.§nd :X X X X 
44 . IJgJJ-~Jll-.8 Am .§!.d-_g §.. X .... X X .X .... 
45' .. Cha se & Schlink 
Ionr Money!~ Wor,:th X X 
46. Crump & Newton 
Our G-MQLJ_ X 
47. Dupuy, w. A. 
Uncle Sam~§ ~QS!su:n 
Mi!'?.Cl~§. X 
48. EarleL A. ldi 
·'• Home ife l n .QQ]..QL+..t§1 _............_....,_ 
Pu~ X X X 
49 . Husband 
~W~"£.1~~~-~:t !M1.9£~Jgn X X 
50 .. K~ller , H. 
!~ §~Q!Y Qf. Mx 1.!fe X X X X 
51. Keohane, Keohane & 
McGoldrick 
Governm~_J jg A£!1£n X X 
Title of Books 
A 
52. Lindbergh, c. 
Yf!! X 
53. M~gruder , F . A. 
American Government X 
54. McFee, J. N. 
1!2!! Q1u: Go v~.. 1§. llY!! 
55 l" J • Morgan , '~ 
Our rusid~Qj;§. X 
56. Riis J • 
.tiQ!l tile Q.ttu~.r B~J.f b.i:£§§ 
57 . Riis, J. 
!he M?~Jrs Qf hD ~m§r~g~n x 
58. Worl£ Almanac 
References appearing in 
four of the nine Civics 
textbooks analyzed 
X 
59. Addams, . J _ 
TwentY. Years £! Hull Hou~~ x 
60. Friend, M. R. 
Earning ~Q §p~ndJ.nz ~ 
Famil_..y In,g~ 
61. Haskin, F. J., 
American Qgvern~! !Qda~ 
62. Landis & Landis 
Social LiVi.[lg 
63. MacDonald A. F. Americ~n ti~~ Go~£Qm§nt 
and AdminJ§~£~~1gg 
6 4 • Pub 1 i c h-if a i!§ 13!.ID.P.b1§.!.§. 
X 
X 
X 
'iLQ ~ I 
Schools 
B c D E F 
X X X X 
X X X 
X 
X X 
X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X 
X 
X X X 
X 
Title of Book 
Reference appearing in 
five of the nine Civics 
textbooks analyzed 
65. Ga vian, Gray & Groves 
Qgt Changing §ooj.gl 
Order 
A 
School 
B c 
41_ 
D E F 
X 
Economics 
The economics list consists of one hundred forty-three 
references. (See Appendix A). One hundred eleven of these 
did not appear in any of the six libraries investigated. 
Table IV shows the thirty-two references which did appear in 
the libraries investigated. Nineteen of these appeared in 
only one library; eight appeared in two libraries; four 
appeared in three libraries; and one appeared in five 
libraries. Table IV is divided into four parts according to 
the number of times the references were recommended by 
textbook writers. The first part lists the references 
which appeared in two of the eight economics textbooks 
analyzed by James R. Donovan. (See p. 7). The second part 
lists the references which appeared in three of these text-
books, the third part those which appeared in four and the 
fourth part those which appeared in five. 
Table IV. Economics 
Titles or Books Schools 
1. 
References appearing in 
two or the eight Econo-
mies textbooks analyzed 
Bogart Ernest · 
Eeoi'lom!c H#.storl !.!. ~ 
American P-'opl,! 
2. Buck, Solon 
Agrar1Jn Crusade 
A 
X 
3. Chase, s. 
E'opomy 2! Apundanse x 
4. Childs , M. 
Sweden, !b! Middle Way 
~. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Federal Trade 99~~s§i2U 
Friend, Mata 
Earning J!gS §pendip,B; the 
family Income 
Gaer, Joseph 
Consumers ill 
Gavian & Others 
our Changinz Social Qrder 
Gemill, Paul 
Fundamentals Q! Ecpnomics 
lOe Hendrick, B. 
w 91. 1!1£ Busines! 
11. Johnsen, Julie 
~f!A ownership ! Public 
Utilities 
12. Kellet & Schlink 
lOQ,OOQ~QQQ Guinea E1K! 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
B c D 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
43 
E F 
X 
T 1 tle of Books Schools 
A B c D E F 
13. Lumpkin &: Dougle.s 
f.::h1ld Workers .in 
Ameri·ea 
. -.... 
X 
14. Majer, Frederick Qur pountry_!s Money X X 
15'. Moody, John 
The R§ilroad Builders 
16. Munro, Willis 
Govt, s1. ~ pniteg 
States X 
17. National Education ~. 2! United States X 
18. Te.ussig, Frank 
Free Trade, ~ T§riff 
and Reciprocity X 
19. Iu Policz League X 
20. Tennes§§e yplley AntP2;ity x X 
21. Van Hise &: Havemeyer 
Q2n§ervation 2! put 
Natural BesgureeJ X 
Refer-enees appearing in 
three of the eight Eeono-
mies textbooks analyzed 
22. Dewey, DaY1s 
ftnancial Hi§tpry 2t y.§. X X 
23. Faulkner, Harold 
American Economic History X X X 
~4. Headline ~tkJ! X 
2 ;. Kidger, Horace-
Problems 2! American 
l>emoer!!C!' X 
Title of Books Schools 
A B c D E F 
26. Chase, s. 
Men pnd M!~hine.§ X 
27. Taussig Frank 
Tariff b1story ~ ~ X 
Refer-ences appearing in 
four or the eight Econo-
mics textbooks analyzed 
28. Angell, Norman 
Story ·9[. ldpnez X 
29. Building America §!xi~ X X X X X 
30. Chase s. 
Rich :land, Ppor gng 
· X 
31. Public Affairs famphlet§ X 
References appearing in 
five or the eight Econo-
mies textbooks analyzed 
32. Chase & Schlink 
~ ¥9ney 1s Worth X X 
Geography 
The geography list consists of one hundred thirty-eight 
r~fer·enees;.; -(See- -Appendix A). One- hundred· five of these 
references did not appear in a-ny of the six libraries inves-
tigated_. Table-- V ·shows the thirty-three ·: rererences which 
did appear in the- libraries inVestigated-. Eighteen of these 
appeared 1n only one ·library·; nine appeared in two libraries; 
four appeared in three libraries; and two, the i,Qcycloped.!.! 
l3ritanni~! and the World &lm§.nf~, appeared 1ri all six 
libraries. Table V is divided into seven parts according to 
the -number or times the references were recommended -by text-
book writers. The first part lists the references which 
appeared 1n two of the ten geography textbooks analyzed by 
Timothy P. Murphy. (See p.7). The seeond part lists the 
references which appeared in three of these textbooks, the 
third part those which appeared 1n four, the fourth part 
those-which appeared 1n five, the fifth part those which ap-
p&ared 1n six, the sixth part those ~hieh appeared in seven, 
and the seventh part those which appeared in nine. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
~-
6. 
7. 
a. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
!able v. Geography 
Title of Books Schools 
A B c D 
Re-ferences appearing in 
two of the ten Geography 
te:xtbooks ·analyzed 
Abstract of United States 
Census - X 
Allen, N. B. 
Am X 
Ch.aset s. 
~ --MS, ~ t.and X 
Day Clive 
H!storx 2! C9mmer~~ X 
Gunther! Jchn 
Inside _m X X 
Gunther John 
Ins ide jPiol!.! X X 
Ilin Max 
New Russia's Primer 
-· 
___ _...... 
-
James, P. E. 
Latin !Jneriea X 
Jones0 c. F. & Darken-ald, • 
Eeonomje Geograpbl X 
Lordi R. B. . 
Bello d Our Land 
--
X 
McGraw-Hill Book Co. 
!!!& fiweraJ. ,lndustrl 
Annual X 
E F 
X 
X 
X 
,-7· 01, 
Title of Boo·ks Sehools 
A B c D E F 
12. Paullinf c. G. 
Atlas p J:Ij.;ter-~u 
GeograRhY Jt !h! 
tJ s X ~
13. Stefanso~l Wihjalmer 
!% Life W th !h! 
~sk1Jnp X X 
14. Toothaker · c. R. 
c2mmerc1a:i Raw 
Mater,l.JlS X 
15. u. s. Rubber CO"., 
. New York 
Romance 9.!, Rubber X 
16. Van His·e C. R-. CQn§erv~fion 2! Our 
Natural R-esources · X 
17. Webb, w. P. 
!>be prea,t PlliJlA X 
18. Whitbeck R. H. 
' Jndu§trial peg graph% X X 
References appearing 1n 
three or the ten Geogra-
phy textbooks analyzed 
19. Colby, c. c. ~ Foster, A. 
Eeonomie Qepgrapgz X X 
20. Compton1 F. H. Compton J ·Enc.xclppedJ.p. X 
21. EneyclopedJ.a Britannic! X X X X X :X 
22. Glover, K. 
America Beg~ns Asaip :X :X 
Title of Books 
23. Packard, L. o. & 
Sinnott 1 _. :c _~· & 0Terton, B The ~~ A! !Q!k 
24. Smith, J. R. 
Men .!!!! · Resoure~il-
2;. League of Nations, 
Geneva Switzerland 
Statisligl 1-'Jirbopk 
26. Statesman's Yearbppk 
References appearing in 
four of the ten Geography 
textbooks analyzed 
References appearing in 
five ef the ten Geogra-
phy textbooks analyzed 
28. Bowman, I. 
In!!!! W2rld: prpblems 
!a Political Geographz 
29. u. s. Dept. of Commerce 
Statistie~l Ab§~rast it 
th' Unitrd §~ate§ &nnual 
30. u. S • . Dept. of the Interior 
Mineral§ barbog);, Annu!J. 
Referenc~s appearing in 
six of the ten Geography 
textbooks analyzed 
31. National _ G,ogr~phip 
iagaz~ne : 
. ... ... 
Schools 
A B c D E F 
X X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X . .. X 
GO 
Title of Books Schools 
A B c D E F 
References appearing 1n 
seven or the ten Geogra .. 
phy textbooks analyzed 
32. G9ode's School Atl~§ X 
References appearing in 
nine of the ten Geogra-
phy textbcoks analyzed 
33. u. s. Dept. ot Agriculture 
Yearbook ~ Agriculture X X 
Problems of DemQcraey 
The problems or democracy list consists of sixty•eight 
references. (See Appendix A). Fifty-ene of these references.· 
did not appear in any of the six libraries investigated. 
Table VI shows the seventeen references which did appear 
in the libraries investigated. Eight ot these appeared in 
only one library; four appeared 1n two libraries; two 
appeared in three libraries; and three appeared in four 
libraries. The references which are contained in Table VI 
appeared in three or more or the five problems or democracy 
textbooks analyzed by Ralph c. Magnuson. (See p. 8). 
g ..... ~t0n Univ~=:;-~i (·,; 
·-:,· ~h vol cf Educa · (In 
5:1 
Table VI. Problems of Democracy 
Titles of Books Schools 
A B c D E F 
References appearing 1n 
three or more or the five 
Problems ot Democrac,-
textbooks analyzed 
1. Atkins &: Wubnig 
Our Economic Wor}.p X 
2. Beard, c. A. 
.A.meriean Government 
and PolitJ.M X X 
3. Becke J. M. 
~ onstitutipn S2t ~e 
ited St§ltes X X X 
4. Bogart E. L. 
Economlp Histpry 2t !b! 
AmericAn l§Qple X 
5'. Bok, E. w. 
The Amer~£!nization 2l 
-mdward Bok X X X X 
-
6. Bryce, J. 
The ~mer~e~n Cgmm2n-
wealth 
~. Chaset s. 
Rich . !PP, Poor kapg. X 
e. Chase~ s. . · 
~ -Economz st Abun-
· dtncf · X 
&. Chase s. & Schlink 
Your icney'·s Worth X X 
~o. Childs, M. w. 
Sweden, IS! Middle Waz X 
Title of Books School 
A B c D E F 
11. Ellwood~ c. 1.. 
Social roblems and 
Sp~1olo,a X 
12. Faulkner~. & Kepner,T. 
Ameri~a- t Fisterz iDS 
Peo;pJ.e X X 
13. Gavian, R. & Others 
Our phangip£ Spc!&! Qrder X 
14. Haskin, F .• J. 
American pov~rnment Ttdaz X X 
15'. Munt"o, w. B. 
Govt. 2t American C1tJ,,!lJ X 
16. Steffe.ns, t. . 
!-.\l~o bJosrJlphz X X X X 
17. Towne! E. T. 
Socia Problem.§ 
Sociology 
,~he sociology list consists or one hundred eleven re .. 
terenc~es. (See Appendix . A). Ot this number only nine 
appeal'ed 1n the libraries investigated 1n this study. 
They Hre shown 1n Table VII. Six of the nine appeared 1n 
only one library while one reference appeared 1n twe 
libral~ies and two references appeared in tour libraries • 
. The r~~rerences which are contained 1n Table VII appeared 
in twu or more or the sociology textbooks analyzed by 
Andre:s. J. Kornechuk. (See p.~n 
Table VII. Sociology 
Title of Books Schools 
B c D E F 
References appearing in 
two or more of the five 
Sociology textbooks 
analyzed 
1. At~ins and Wubnig 
~ Economic World X 
2. Gavian, R. and others Qy£ Changing Soc~§~ Qrder X 
3. Greenan and Meredith 
~ver!§!I Problems in &meri: 
can _,mocr!u X 
4. Keller, a. 
!z Life Story X X X 
'· 
.Landis and Landis 
§oei!! J.iving X 
6~ Magruder, F. A. 
American pov~rnmentJ A 
Considerati~n g! !h! 
Problems oLDeplperacz X X 
7. Osborn, H. F. · 
J!en g1. ~ Qld Stone w X 
a. S cheinteld, A. 
~ Jnd Heredi~Y X 
9. Towne E. 
Soe1ai PrS!blem,a 
American GoTernment 
The American government list consists of eighty-two 
references. (See Appendix A). Only fifteen of these 
appeared in the libraries investigated in this study. 
They are shown 1n Table VIII. Five of the fifteen 
appeared in only one library; five appeared in four libra-
ries; and one appeared 1n five libraries. The references 
contained in Table VIII appeared in three or more of the 
six Ameriean government textbooks analyzed by 
Robert s. Harris. (See p.6). 
Table VIII. American Government 
Title of Books 
References appearing in 
three or more or the 
six American Government 
textboaks . analyzed 
1. Bea:rd, c. A. 
Am.erican Govt. ~ foliti~!J 
·-=t :.::' ~: . ;~ : :. ;j 
A 
2. B:ryee, . J. 
!h! Amer~:Can" CQmmonwealth x 
~- \'' . . 
Buck ·.> s:~ :i ;,:r~ :~ [,. · _ 
!h! Agrar1~n Crusade 
4. Chase, s. 
Econpmy·st Abundance 
5. Farra~d; : : M. -- _ 
Th§ Ffther§ ~ 1b! 
Constitui,!on 
6. Fiske~ J. •- · 
The ,PritieJ.J.. ~ Per!pd -_ Ja 
_ ~&merief.n _JJi~tfry 
7. Heridr-iek-, , B.· 
Life Jnd 1§tter§ 2! 
}Valt~rHines page 
8. Hoover, H. C. 
Cha:Ilenge to Liberty 
-~ ~ ~ - .. ; ~ 
9. tatarie, J. - H. 
American Foreign Policy 
10. Lippman w. 
The United States Foreign 
POlicY 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Schools 
B c D 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
E F 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
Title or Books Schools 
A B c D E F 
11. MacDonaldd A. F. 
American ~ Govt. 
and AdministratiOn X 
12. Munro, w. B. 
Govt. Q! Amer ie~ 
Cities X 
13. Munro, w. B. 
I!!! Govt. or the u s X --~ 
14. Roosevelt, T. 
Autobiography X 
15. sterr~ns, L~ · 
Autobiograph;t X X X 
References 1n Three Or More Libraries 
The total number of references on the master list used 
in this study is 1077. Only three hundred ninety-two of the 
references were found in the six libraries investigated. 
One hundred nineteen of these appeared in three or more of 
the six libraries. These references are shown in Table IX. 
This table shows the predominance of references 1n 
American history and civics. Ninety-five of the one hundred 
nineteen references are those which are recommended for 
American history. Twenty-three or them are recommended for 
civics despite the fact that civics is taught in only one 
of the six schools studied. (Many of the references are 
recommended for use in more than one of the social studies.) 
This ta~le also shows that many of the references which 
appeared in three or more of the six libraries are fictional, 
biographical, or parts of series and sets. 
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Table IX 
The one hundred nineteen references which 
appeared in three or more of the six 
libraries. 
References which appeared in all six libraries: 
Churchill, W., ~ .Qrisll, II* 
Ferber, E., .§.2 ~1-..&, II 
~ney~Jo~di~ ~!J~~~gj£~~ V 
Wister, o., ~ Virgini§n, II 
World AJmanas, I, III, V 
References which appeared in five of the six libraries: 
Atherton, G. F.,~ Congu£ror, II 
Bacheller, I., A Man fQ! ih~ Ages, II 
Buildin~ A~!1£g §erie§, I, III, V 
Charnwood, G~ R. B., Abrah~m k19SQ!n, II 
Churchill, w., Ill! ~ros.§ig.,g, II 
Cooper, J. F., The ~ 2f ~ M9hican.§., II 
Fiske, J., ~ Cri~t.!cal ru.!od .ill Amer1!um History, VIII 
Fiske, J., American, fi!=lvqlutiou, II 
Franklin, B., Autobj.QU~.Ehz, II 
·Heiser, v. G., A!l ~1£llm Doctor!§ Od~ssey, III 
Jackson, H. H., Ramona, II 
*Roman Numerals indicate the social studies for which the 
references were recorrunended. See page thirteen. 
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Johnston, .M., !2, Have !ID! ~ !!2.!.!!, I, II 
Kingsley, c., Westward !!21, II 
Lindbergh, c., !!_, I, III 
Parkman, F., ~ Oregon Trail, II 
Stowe, H. B., Uncle Tom's Cabin, II 
References which appeared in four of the six libraries: 
Add~ms, J., twenty Years §1 iY!! House, II, III 
Allen, B. and Briggs, M. P., Behave Yourself, III 
Antin, M., ~Promised~' III 
Bacheller, I., lQ !a! Daxs 2( PoorRiehard, II 
Beard, c. A. and Beard, M. A., IS! Rise 2! American Civili-
zation, II 
Bishop, J. B., I· Roosevelt's Letters~ His Children, II 
Bok, E., !b! Americanzation ~Edward~' VI 
Boyd, J., Marching Qa, II · 
Cooper, J. F.,~ §RI, II 
Custer, H., B9ots ~Saddles, I 
Fiske, J., Qld Virginia~ Her Neighbors, II 
Bart, A. B., American History!..! Told 12.% Contemporaries, II 
Haskin, F. J., Amer1ctn Gpvernment Today, III, VI 
Hough, E., !!!! Covered Wagon, -II, III 
Hulbert, A. B., ~ ~ths 21. Inland Commerc§, II 
Keller, H., IS! Story 2! !z YJ:A, III, VII 
Knox, R. B. • Gray Caps, I 
Magruder, F. A., American Government: A Consideration 2.! lb.! 
Problems 2! Democrae;x, III, VII 
Magruder, F. A., National Government and International 
Relations, II 
Morley, c., .Parnassus 2n Wheels, III 
Parker, G., Seats sU: ,!.h! Mighty, II 
Riis, J., The Making 2!: ~ American, I, II, III 
Rolvaag, 0. E., piants !Q the Earth, II 
Roosevelt, T., !b!· Winning Q.! ~ !m, II 
Steffens, . L., AutobiographY, VI, VIII 
Van Loon, H., .IW! Story~ Mankind, III 
Washington, B. T., YR . from Slavery, I 
References which appeared in three of the six libraries: 
Beck, J. •~, Ih! C9nstitution 2! lb.!~§&, II, VI 
Bolton, s. K., Girl§ !h2 Became Eamous, III 
Brockman, M., !1:!U !§. She Like, III 
Bryee·, J•, The American ..Qs>mmonwea_lth .. II, VI, VIII 
Darrow, F. L., Masters g! Science and Invention, II 
Davis, w. s., Life on a Medieval Be.ron;x, III 
---
Earle, A. :M:., Home Life in Colonial 
-----
Ru!,, I, 
Elson, H. w., History 2! ~ ~ 2! America, 
Faulkner, H., !meriean Economic Hl§tOr;[, II, 
Fo·rd; · P. L., ~ Honorable Peter Sterling, II 
Gunther·, J., Inside !.!.!!, V 
Gunther, J., Inside Europe, III, V 
II, III 
II 
IV 
·• >ll ' b .-0 
Hagedorn, H., !}QY's Life .2! L Roosevelt, I 
Harte, B., Lue~ 2! Roaring Camp, II 
Hawthorne·, N., Twice ~ Tales, II 
Hendrick, B., Life~ Letters 2! Walter Page, II, VIII 
Hewes, A.' Glory Q! !b! ~' I 
Lodge, H. c., Daniel Webster, II 
Lodge, H. c., Alexander Hamilton, II 
Magruder, A 
• 
B., l2bn Marshall, II 
Morrow; H. w., Forever ~' II 
Morse; J. T., John Adams, II 
Nati·onal Geographi~ Magazine, III, V 
Page, T., Red~' II 
Pagea.nt_.2f Ameriea Series 
Paine; A. B., Box's 1lli g! Mark Twain, II 
Proctor, F., Vocations, III 
Rosengarten, W., !fhoos1ng I2!!t Life's Work, III 
· Ji11.~, J •, How !b.! Other 1m!! LiVe§, II, III 
Roberts, E. v., Ih! Great Meadow, II 
§tatistieal Yearbook, League of Nations, Geneva, Switzerland,V 
Shaw, A. H., Story 2! A Pioneer, I 
Sullivan, M., ~Times, II 
Taussig, F., Tgriff History 2f in! y.~., IV 
Thackeray, w., ~Virginians, II 
Tyler, M. c., Pgtriek Henry, II 
Wilson, W~, Hi§tOti Q! ~ Americ~p People, II 
White, s. E., Daniel Boone, Wilderness Scout, I 
White, w. A., A Certain Rich Man, II 
The following volumes of the Chronicles or America Series 
also appeared in three or the six libraries: 
Andrews, c. M:., Colonial Folkways, II 
Andrews, c. M.' Fathers g! ~ England, II 
Beeker, c. L., IbJ ~ 2! !h! Revolution, II 
Bolton, H. E., ~ §panish Borderlands, II 
Corwin, E., ~ Marshall ~ ~ Constitution, II 
Farrand, M., IM Fathers £t the Constitution, II, VIII 
Fisher, s.-, Ib.! ~uaker Cplonies, II 
Goodwin, v. w., Dutch~ English 2a 1h! Hudson, II 
Hendrick, B., W 2! ill Business, II, IV 
Hough, E., ~ Passing 2! the Frontier, II 
Howland, H. J., I• Roosevelt and R!l Time§, II 
Johnson, A., Jefferson and His Colleagues, II 
Johnson, M., Pioneers 2! the Old South, II 
MOody, J., Haster~ 2! Capital, II 
Moody, J., Railroad Builders, II, IV 
Ogg, F. A., ~ Old Northwest, II 
Ogg, F. A., R§ign 2! Andrew Jisksog, II 
Orth, s. P., IS!~ and the Machine, II 
Orth, s. P., Qur foreigners, II 
Paine, R. D., ~ fight f'or A free ~' II 
Paine, R. D., Ill! ill Merchant !Iarine, II 
Perry, B., ~American Spirit in L!terature, II 
Seymour, c., WQodrgw Wilson~ the World War, II 
Skinner, c. L., .Q:dventurers h2! Oregon, II 
Skinner, C. L., . Pioneers of th!. Olsl ~~' II 
Slosson, E., Americaa Spirit in Education, II 
Stephenson, N. w., Abraham hincoln !QS ~ pniQn, II 
Stephenson, N. W. , The 12.tl ~ ~ ~onfederacz, II 
Stephenson, N. w., Texas gng ~b§ Mexican ~Br, II 
Thompson, H., !!! 2! Jnvention4 II 
Wood, w. c. H., Elizabethan~~' II 
References On Two Or More Working Lists 
Table X shows the eighty-nine references which appear on 
the workinglists of more than one of the social studies 
and also shows the number of libraries in which these 
references appeared. Nineteen of the eighty-nine appeared 1n 
three or more of' the six libraries investigated. Eight of 
them appeared 1n two libraries while eighteen appeared 1n one 
library. This makes a total of forty-five references which 
appear on the working lists of more than one or the social 
studies and in at least one of the six libraries. 
Forty-eight of the eighty-nine references are recommendM 
ed for civics while only twenty-five are recommended for 
American history. Thirty-seven problems of democracy refer-
ences and thirty-one American government references are 
included on the list. In contrast to this, only eighteen 
sociology references and only eight geography references are 
included. This indicates that sociology and geography are 
more specialized fields and that the references for civics, 
problems of democracy and American government are, to a great 
extent, interchangeable. 
Table X 
References which appear on the working lists 
of two or more of the social studies 
Number of 
libraries in 
which they 
appeared: 
4 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
2 
0 
3 
1 
0 
0 
3 
2 
* Addams, J., Twenty Years at Bull House, II, III 
Angell, E., Supreme ~9urt Primer, III, VIII 
Arnold, J. I., Problems 21. American b.!!!, II, III, 
VI, VII 
Atkins and Wubnig, Qur ~Qnomic !orl~, !II, VI,VII 
Bates, E. s., !h! Stor¥ £!Congress, III, VIII 
Beard, A. E. s., Qur FQreign Born Citizens, I, II 
Beard, c. A., American Government ADS Politic§, 
VI, VIII 
Beard, c. A., Economic 1Fterpretations £! the 
Constitution, II, VIII . 
Beck; J. M., Constitut12n 2l the United §!!tes, 
II, VI 
Bogart, E., E~onomie lii§toii 2! ~American · 
eople, IV, VI 
Bromage, A. w., State Q9yernment ~ Adminjstra-
tJon ~ !b! United States, !II,VIII 
Bruce, H. R., American £'~rties §!lS folitie.§, III, 
VIII 
Bryce, J., ~ Amer1MD .QSU!l.J!!.Q!lW~.al,!;Jl. II, VI, VIII 
Buck, S. J., IS! !8!~!1!8 Crusade4 II, IV, VIII 
Building America Series, I, III, IV 
*Roman Numerals indicate the social studies for which the 
references were recommended. See page ~~ir~een. 
Number of 
libraries in 
which they 
appeared: 
0 Callender, c. N., Americap Courts, III, VIII 
1 Chase, s., ~eonomy 2f Abppd§nce, IV, VI, VIII 
0 Chase, s., Governmen!JD Busjnes:;, VI, VIII 
2 Chase, s., Men ftpd ~~chine§, II, III 
1 Chase, s., Rich L§nd, ~ ~' IV, v, VI 
0 Chase, s., Ih! ~9a§ !! Are ~r~velin&, IV, V 
o Chase and Schlink, Tragedy£! W!§te, IV, VI 
2 Chase and Schlink, Your JQney's Worth, III, IV, VI 
2 Childs, M., Sweden, Ill! Middle !i!Yt IV, VI 
2 Colby and Foster, .Esronpmic ~eography, III, V 
2 Compton, fietured ~DSIClopedia, ·I' ·. III, , V 
0 
0 
0 
Dill, c. 
Douglas, 
Earle, A. 
c., 
P., 
M., 
HQW C~mgr~s§ Make§ 1§u, III, 
social §ecprity in 1h§ YA 2£ 
VII, VIII 
Child 11!! 1n Colonial pays, 
VIII 
!V, VI, 
I, II 
3 Earle, A. M., ~ 1!f! in Colonial Dazs, I, II,III 
1 Ellwood, c. A., Social EIQblems £! Socio~, VI, 
VII 
0 Epstein, A., Inseeuritz, A Chpllen~ 1Q America, 
3 Farrand, M., Fathers 9.[. ~ Constitution, II, VIII 
3 Faulkner, H. R., American Econpmjc History, II, IV 
1 Friend, M. R., Earning~ Spending !b§ family 
,;tncome, III, IV 
1 Gavian, Gray, Groves, Our ~nging ~9cial Order, 
III, IV, VI, VII 
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Number of 
libraries in 
which they 
appeared: 
0 
2 
3 
4 
3 
3 
0 
0 
4 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
Glover, K., America ~gins ~gain, IV, V 
Greenan and Meredith, Everyday Problems 2! 
American Democracy, III,VII 
Gunther, J., Inside Europe, III, V 
Haskin, F. J., American Government a'.2daz, III, V 
Hendrick, B. J., The Age Q! Big Business, II, IV 
Hendrick, B. J., 11!! §nd Letters 2f Walter P~ge, 
II, VIII 
Janzen and Stephenson, Eyeryday ~oggmis~, III, VI 
Keister, A., ~ .Financi~ System, IV, VI 
Keller, H., The Stpry £l !I ~ife, III, VII 
~~mm~rer, E., A~i,~Ii~der~Re§erve §ystem, 
Kendrick and Seaver, Taxes, Benefit !n9 Burden, 
.• · ,III, IV. . 
Kent, · F. R., !!!! Great Game 2! Politic~, III, 
VI, VIII 
Kneier, c. M., .Q.1!x Gtjvernment JA ~ Y....§...., VI, . 
VIII · 
Landis and Landis, 9tci!ll 11~,1-ng,. III, IV, Vll 
Lawes, L. E., 2Q!OOQ Years 1!t..SL11£!: Sing, III, 
V , VII 
Lewis, H. W~ . , £lli· Planning ·, Wpy ~ ~' 
VI, VII 
Lindbergh, c.,!!, I, III 
Lumley and Bode, Qurselve§ pnd ~ ~orla, III 
VI, VII 
Lutz, H., Publ~ fintnce, IV, VIII 
Number of 
libraries in 
which they 
appeared: 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
3 
1 
1 
1 
3 
0 
1 
4 
3 
1 
0 
Lynd, R. S. & H. K., Middletown, III, IV, VII 
Lynd, R. s. & H. M., Middletown~ 1ran§ition, 
III, VI 
MacDonald, A. F., American City Govt. ~ 
~dministration, III, VIII 
Marshall, L. c., Reading§ in the Story £l HumiD 
. Progre§p, III, IV, VII 
Mathews, J. M., American ~ate QQvernment, III 
VIII 
McBain, H. c., The Lj.vinz; C.Qnstitution,. VI, 
VIII 
MiFee, w., H~w ~ Government I! Bsn, II, III 
Kerriam, c. E. & Gosnell, H. F., the AJlericWB 
. · Party ~ystem§., VI, VIII 
Jloody, J.,, I!!! R!!!~ ~~~r§, II, IV 
Morgan, J., Our fre§j.dent§, II, III 
Munro, w., C.overnment ~ j.meric,tm Q!tie.§, VI,VIII 
MWlro, w.; Government 2l· ~ United §~J.tu, IV, 
VIII 
Nat~on~! 9epgraph1~, III, V 
Ogg, F. A. & Ray, P. o., IntrQdp£!1on !2 Ameri. 
.·. . can Governm~,III,VIII 
Public Affairs PJmphlet~, III, IV 
Riis, J.' Mfking ~ An &merieaA, I, II, III 
Riis, J., HQW ~ Other Half Lives, II, III 
Roosevelt, T •' Autobiograppy, II, VIII 
Salter, J. T., Boss l\!!1.!, III, VIII 
Number of 
libraries in 
which they 
appeared: 
0 
4 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
· o 
0 
0 
0 
6 
0 
0 
Shideler, E. H., Gr9up L!fe §nd poci!l Problems, 
III, VI 9 VII 
Steffens, L., Autob!pgr~phy, VI, VIII 
Tappan, E. K., Story 2f Opr Cpnstitutipn, I, III 
Thrasher, F. M., In! Gang, III, VII 
Towne, E. T., Social Problems, VI, VII 
Van Hise & Havemeyer, CQnservatiQV 2! Qy£ Nttn-
IA! Re§ource~, III, IV~ V 
Walker, Beach and Jamison, AmericAQ pemocracy 
and §Qci!l Change 
III, VI, VII 
Wallace, H. A., America ~ Choose, II, IV, VIII 
Wallis, G. A. & W. D., Qyt §Qcial ~orld, VI, VII 
Wiese, M. J. & Reticker, R., Modern Wpr!er, 
III, VI 
Woods, w. o., Ib! §tory~ Uncle §§m's: !Qney~ 
IV, VI 
Woodward, D ~ B. and Rose, M. A., A Primer 2l, 
Jlopez, III, VI 
World Almanac, I, III, V 
Young, J. T., The!!! American Government ~ng lli. Work, . III, VI . 
Zink, H., City ~s§e§ in !b! pptted St~t§s, 
VI, VIII 
Content of the Libraries 
Table XI shows the nUmber or references on the master 
list which each school has in each of the social studies 
included in this survey. The enrollments of the schools are 
included so as to indicate the effect of the size of the 
school upon its library resources. Of the eight social 
studies listed in this table, the schools studied in this 
survey include the following subjects in their curriculum: 
School A •••••••••••••• American History, Geography 
School B •••••••••••••• American History, Geography 
· - Economics, Problems of 
Democracy 
_School c ••••.•••.••••• American History, Geography 
School D •••••••••••••• American History, Economics, 
Problems of Democracy 
School .E •••••••••••••• American History, Geography 
Economics, Civics 
Scho~l F •••••••••••••• American History, Geography 
Economies 
Table XI 
Dissimilarities of Content of the Six Libraries 
Schools 
A B c D E F 
1281 ~1~ 952 65Z 250 969 Enrollment 
.. Total 
Number of 
Subject: References: 
. . 
_a_ 3 lQ 3 4 2 Am. Govt. 82 
24 6 23 14 10 20 Am. History {Jr.High} 8~ 
. . 
122 28 100 68 37 74 Am. History 
---- ·------... -- ·- ·-· 
_j_Sr .!U...!hL 220 
. ' 
38 16 36 18 14 23 Civics 179 
--~---·---
18 2 12 7 3 9 Economies 143 
20 7 .11 9 3 10 Geography 138 
10 4 7 2 2 7 Prob. of Dem. 68 
1 3 3 2 2 Sociology 112 
245 6Z 202 124 z~ 150 Total lQZZ 
Chapter IV 
Summary of Research 
Of the total of 1077 references on the master list only 
one hundred nineteen appeared in three or more libraries. Of 
thes-e· one hundr-ed nineteen rererences there was a total of 
ninety-five which pertained to American history. Economics, 
geography and American history are the most commonly taught 
subje·ets in the six schools. It can be seen, therefore, that 
the social studies references are concentrated in American 
history while the other two subjects are almost completely 
neglected. In contrast to this, civics, which is the least 
commonly taught subject, ranks next to American history in the 
number of references provided. 
Five references appeared in all six libraries. or 
these five, three are fictional, and two are general referen-
ces, Ib! World !lman~p and the Encyclopegia Britannica. The 
one hundred nineteen references appearing 1n three or more or 
the six libraries are predominantly fictional, biographical, 
or parts of series and sets. 
There are eighty-nine references which appeared on twe . 
or more of the social studies lists. It is obvious that these 
eighty-nine references would be of greater value to the libra-
ries because they can be used in two or more of the social 
studies. The authors found that fifty per cent of these refer-
~es did appear in the libraries. This percentage can be 
appreciated when it is noted that only three hundred ninety~ 
two references out of the entire master list of 1077 were 
found in the libraries investigated. 
School E is the only one that teaches civics and yet it 
has the fewest civics references of all the six schools. 
School A, which does not teach civics, has approximately 170 
per cent more civics references than School E. However, it 
must be noted that School E has the smallest enrollment 
while School A has the largest. 
It is significant that of all the social studies re ... 
ferences found in the six libraries, one out of every two 
is an American history reference. This was found to be true 
in each individual school. 
School F, which teaches economics, has twenty-five per 
cent fewer economics references than School C which does not 
teach economics. Economics is taught in four of the six 
schools and has a total of fifty-one references for the six 
schoals., Civics, which is taught in only one school, has a 
total of one hm1dred thirty-five references for the six 
schools. 
Of the total number of references on the master list, 
School A was found to have the largest number and School B 
was found to have the smallest number. 
The theses summarized on pages 6, 7, 8 and 9 have dis-
closed that textbook authors are not in agreement as to 
useful reference material. The present study confirms this 
conclusion. There are eighty ... nine references which appeared 
on two or more social studies lists but only twenty-t~~ee of 
these are recommended by the Stand~rd ~talgg !£I High §shQol 
YPr~rie§.a Also, only thirty-seven per cent of the 1077 
references recommended by the textbook writers appeared in 
any of the six libraries. It must be remembered that the 
master list consists only of books recommended by two or 
more authors. 
Chapter V 
Status o~ Libraries Investigated 
The need ~er collateral reading in the social studies 
a·nd the consequent need for a well•stocked library was em-
pl'-..asized in Chapter· I. In tact, Wesle~/ maintains that the 
library is per-haps the best single index or the quality of 
instruction that is given 1n the social studies. 
This need for an ade.quate library has, in general, not 
been satisfied. 
Teachers cannot be expected to achieve the purposes 
set up te guide the development o~ intelligent citizens un-
less the equipment essential to that development is provided. 
Yet every investigation of instructional equipment 1n the 
social studies has shown that the library facilities in most 
schools, both rural and urban, and at all levels from the 
primary grades through high school, are ~ar below the ir-
reducible minimum that is necessary if instruction in the 
social studies is to be more than a sham and a formality~ 
In spite of the great need for books, and 1n spite of' 
the long series of recommendations tor the enlargement o~ 
~ libraries, the typical school library is inadequate~ 
I/Wesley; .u.. .£.U..., p.334 
~/Horn, sm, si,L., p.25'7 
3fWes 1 e;y___,_ gp_.g11+-
The amount spent on social studies instruction is ridicu-
lo-usly low in proportion to its importance, the dftticnlty 
or the task, and the amount spent tor other types or train-
1 !ng._/ 
The- present authors are in complete agreement with those 
who wrote ea·rlier or ·the· deficiencies or the secondary schoGl 
library, particularly in the social studies field. 
Alaoet without fail, in the schools surveyed in this 
study, the librarian apologized at the outset for her poorly-
·equipped library. One librarian was hopeful that this study 
would 1n some way aid her in increasing the library's re~ourc-
In another school, one or the regular teachers was 
placed 1n charge or the library and readily admitted that she 
was not a qualified librarian. When she had expressed a will-
ingness, however, to take some courses in library science and 
to sacrifice a summer's vacation to work in a public library, 
without pay, she learned that she could then become school 
librarian only at the expense or a three hundred dollar re-
duction in salary. The library in this school was seldem used 
except as a study room. The card catalogue was kept locked 
becansethe students did not know how to use it. Shortly 
after·· this school was cheeked in this study, the school com ... 
mittee voted to allocate a sum or money to be used to pay the 
salary or a librarian. 
The lack or a well-equipped library has often been ex-
plained in financial terms but the present writers noted 1n 
some instances that a ·lack ·of interest on the part or social 
studies department heads contributed to the situation. 
Several or the department heads admitted that they had never 
exhausted the funds available for reference books and yet 
their social studies resources were far from adequate. 
A social studies department head at one of the schc>ols 
studied was asked if he considered school libraries to be in-
adequate. He agreed that they were, but added that when 
measured by the use whieh is made cr them by the students, the 
libraries are more than adequate. 
This is one of the first problems to be solved if the 
library is to assume the place which educators agree it must 
as sum&. 
. 1 
"Use of the school library", stated B. L. Johnson,_/, 
"is undoubtedly encouraged if pupils are aware of the 
res·ources and know how to use them". 
Librarians and educators alike agree · that high school 
pupils should be given instruction in the use or the library 
and or books. Studies or secondary school libraries indicate, 
however,tbat most high schools do not provide such instruction!, 
1/B. Lamar Johnson "The Secondary School Library", National · 
Survey of Education, Bgl!etip No. 17, 1932, p.43. 
£/:!bip., p.43 
I 
/9 
Jl-
The chief objection to offering library instruction as .a 
separate course is that this procedure tends to cause the 
pupil to regard th~ library as separate and apart from his 
regular school work, whereas the object is to present the 
library as an integral part of his class work.:/ 
Even in a school system where this course is given, no 
, school library can achieve a maximum degree of success un-
less teachers are aware of the resources of the library and 
are alert to the possibilities of using library material in 
their teaching.:/ The teachers should not only be aware of 
the library's resources but they should also keep the li-
brarian informed of their own classroom resources. The lack 
of cooperation in this manner was noted at one school where 
the social studies department head had a well-equipped class-
room library but he neglected to have these books catalogued 
in the main school library. As a consequence only a very 
small percentage of the social studies classes had the bene-
fit of these references. Without the cooperation of the 
members of the faculty the assistance which the librarian can 
offer is greatly lessened. 
In general, librarians, trying to encourage pupils to 
use the library in preparing their school work, proceed along 
I/B. Lamar Johnson, .QL., cit., p.45 
_g/Ib:i.d., p.61 
8 . 
three lines: 
First, they become familiar with what is taught in 
various courses; 
Second, they inform teachers and pupils regarding 
mater ials available relating to their courses; 
Third, they make the library books readily available to 
pupils and members of the teaching starr.:/ 
With the full cooperation of the faculties of schools 
the task of the school librarian would be greatly 
facili te.ted. 
1/B. Lamar Johnson,~- ~., p.90 
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Chapter VI 
A Basic Social Studies Library 
This chapter is devoted to the presentation or a suggest-
ed basic list ror a social studies library. It is felt that 
it would be of assistance to social studies department heads 
in selecting references ror the school library or to schools 
which are in the process or building a school library. 
The literature or any field is so extensive that even 
the most competent teacher welcomes assistance in the dis-
covery and selection or references on the various problems 
tht.t he teaches. Among the sources to ~hieh the teacher may 
turn are- the recommendations given in the class textbook, 1-n 
books on methods or teaching, in guides to the literature in 
various fields, and in the reports or special committees that 
have dealt with this problem.:; 
There are many factors to be considered in making se-
lections for a secondary sch<l>ol library, chief of which toe 
often is the financia.l factor. ln addition to the library 
budget, other considerations are: The size or the school, 
the use that will be made or the references, the subjects 
taught, and the reading ability of high school students. 
Just what selection is made of an adequate working 
I/Horn, ~cit., p.244 
l/Horn, ~cit., p.244 
g/Wesley, ~· cit., p.329 
3,/Bining and Bining, Q.R.cit., p.243 
!/Henry Johnson, Teaching £! ~§tory is EJementary and· · 
· §econdary School!, New York, The MacMillan Co., 1940,p.296 
The common plan of buying as many different works as 
possible is of doubtful value to the average school. 
Henry Johnson says that it is, better, in making additions to 
a small library, to buy six copies of one really serviceable 
work than to buy six different works. In a library of any 
considerable siz~, five hundred volumes or more, there should 
be several duplicate sets even of the more comprehensive 
histories. Only the largest libraries can afford the indul-
gence of extending their lists of different titles as far as 
possible.,!:/ 
The writers checked ·the references appearing in Tables 
IX and X in the Standard Catalog f2I High School Libraries 
of 1947. It was found that the Pageap~ £! americ~ Series, 
which consists of fifteen volumes, is highly recommended by 
this authority. However, the price of each volume is $6.50 
which may discourage their purchase. 
The Chronicles of America Series consists of fifty 
volumes and is also highly recommended by the Standard Cata-
12£· The average price for a volume in this series is 
$2.25 which makes the purchase of this series more within the 
average library budget. 
A five-volume set by A. B. Hart, American fi!§torz A§ 
Told ~ Contemporaries, is recommended by the Standa!Q Cata-
log and also appeared in four of the six libraries investi-
gated. This set may be purchased for $18.70 for the five 
volumes. 
Compton's Pictured ~pczclopedia, consisting of ten 
volumes is recommended by the Standard Catglog and appear-
ed on three social studies lists. The price of this set is 
$89.50.-
The Encyclopedi~ £! Social Science§ does not appear on 
the master list used in this study and the writers believe 
that it is financially beyond the means of the average school 
library. Nevertheless, it could be purchased second hand.;; 
American history is the social study which is most 
2 
commonly taught._/ Consequently, the majority, thirty-nine, 
of the fifty-five references included on the suggested list 
in this chapter were listed as American history references. 
Many of these thirty-nine, how$ver, were also listed as re-
ferences in other social studies. 
The following basic list is compiled from the master 
list used in this study • 
.!7Bi.ning and Bining, S2Jla..s!L. ~ p • 244 
~/Howard R. Anderson, Teachin& Un!ted §~~tes History in 
Public Hi£h · §£bQQ!~ Bulletin, 1949l No. 7• (Washington, 
D. c.: u. s. Office of Education, 949, p.6 
A Suggested Basic List for a Social Studies Library 
Each of the following books is recommended by the Stand§!£ 
Qatalog !.2I. Hig,b ~chool Libraries. Those which are starred 
are recommended for original purchase for the small school 
library and those which are double starred are doubly recom-
mended. Most of them appeared in three or more of the libra-
ries investigated in the present study and many of them are 
recommended for ~se in more than one of the social studies. 
The following references are recommended for the social studies 
indicated by Roman Numerals. (See Page 13.) 
1. Addams, J., Twenty Years!! Hull Housei Macmillan, 
o.p.x 1947, II, III, appe~red 1n four ibraries. 
2. 
**3. 
Interesting survey of development of social, 
civic and other activities of Chicago's 
famous neighborhood house with autobiographic 
notes and personal experiences at home and abroad. 
Allen, B. & Briggs M. P. Behave Iourself 
Lippincott, 1937, $1.75, III, appeared in tour 
libraries. · 
Etiquette for American youth, cartoons by 
Fred Eisensoph. 
Andrewsi c. M.~ Colonial ~lh!ays4 Yale University Press, 919, 2,5 p., $2.2 , II, appeared in three 
libraries. 
This book is part or the Chronicles of America 
Series. One volume or this excellent series 
which attempts to tell the complete story of 
America in its broadest way in such a way as 
will meet the approval or scholars and at the 
same time attract and entertain. 
x-out of print (could be purchased second hand) 
4. A.thertonl G. F., !!!!! Congueror, Lippincott, 
$3.00, 5j6 p., II, appeared in five libraries. 
Dramatized biography of Alexander Hamil-
ton based on a careful study of the Hamil-
ton family papers and public records. 
Washington, Lafayette, Adams, Madison 
and Burr appear in the s~ory. 
5. P..tkins and Wubnig, Qur Economic Worldi Harper, 
1936, 413 p., o. p. 1947, III, VI, VI , 
appeared in one library. 
P.n. elementary introduction to economics 
treating of the subject in terms with 
which the student is familiar and build· 
ing upon his experience. 
6. Bacheller, I., ! J!a !2! ~ !~, Bobbs 71919, 416 p., o. p. 1947, II, appeared 1n five libraries. 
A story of the builders of democracy 
of pioneer days and the youth and early 
manhood of Abraham Lincoln, from 1831-1847. 
**'l• Beard_, c. A., Americ.tn G§vernment §nd Politics, 
Macmillanlnl944, $4.40! 72 p., VI, VIII, : _ .. 
s_ppea~~d . two librar es. . · 
An accurate and useful survey of our 
political system with emphasis on social 
forces which de·termine governmental 
forms and action. 
( ~ J, ' I • • 
Beard, c. A. & Beard, M• A. 1 The Rise gf. American Civilization, Macmillan, l9j3, $6.oo, 977 p., 2v. 
ln ·I, · II, appeared in four libraries. · 
Emphasis is on tendencies, movements, 
and major aspects of life mainly :account-
ed for by the action of social and econo-
mic forces~ •· Brilliantly written. 
9. Beck, J. M. 1 Constituti9n 2t ~ United §ta~~, Doubleday! 1941, 319 p., o. p. 1947, II, VI, 
appeared n three libraries. 
A readable account of the formation of 
the constitution and some interpreta-
tions of its principles. 
**10. Becker, c. L., !ve 6f iS! Revolution, Yale Univer-
sity Press, 1920, 2 7 p., $2.2~, II, appeared in 
three libraries. 
Part of the Chronicles of America Series, 
See Andrews, C. M. 
11. Bayd1 J.f ¥arching Qn, Scribner, 1927, 426 P•t $2.~o, I , appeared in four libraries. 
A recreation of the Civil War period from 
the point of view of a young confederate 
son of a poor farmer. 
*12. Buck, s. J., !!!.! A~rarian Crusade, Yale Universi• 
ty Press, 1921, 21 P•t $2 . • 2~, II, IV, VIII, 
appeared iB two librarles. . 
Part of the Chronicles of America Series, 
See Andrews, c. M. · 
13. Chase, s. ~en and Machine!, Macmillan, 1929, 3~4 p., $2. o, II, III, appeared in two libraries. 
A philosophic discussion of the effect of 
machines upon modern life and civilization. 
14. Childs, M. 1 Sweden~ !a! Middle !AI, Yale Universi-ty Press, L947, 190 p., $3.00, Iv; VI, appeared in 
two libraries. 
A clear picture of how Sweden has met the 
problems that we are now facing in the 
United States is presented in this book. 
The excellent illustrations show develop-
ments in modern architecture, a timely 
and important book. 
15. Churchill, w., IS! Crisis, Macmillan, 1901, 516 p., 
$3.00, II, appeared in six libraries. 
A first and romantic Civil War story for 
immature readers in the lOth and 11th 
grades - a tale of life and love and 
fierce feeling about slavery in homes 
divided against themselves in Civil 
War days. 
16. Colby and Foster, Economlc geograph~ Ginn, . 
1947, 685 p., $2.3~, III, v, appeare 1n two 
libraries. 
Ccnta1ns an atlas section of political 
and physical maps as well as many 
interspersed throughout the text. 
*17. Cooper, J. F., The La,~ g!, ~ MS>hg!!l!, 
Scribner, 370 p., $2.~0, II, appeared in 
five libraries. 
A swiftly moving story, pursuit and 
capture in the wilderness around 
Lake George in the French and Indian 
War. 
18. Cooper, J. F., ~ ~' Scribner, 508 p., 
$1.35, II, appeared in four libraries. 
Story of the American Revolution• The 
hero the Spy, is a cool, shrewd, 
fearless man who is employed by 
General Washington. 
**19. Davis, w. s., Life 2n ~Medieval Barony,Harper, 
1923, 414 p., l3:3o, III, appeared in three 
libraries. 
A picture of a typical feudal community 
in the thirteenth century. . 
*2C. Earle, A. M. Home LJ.fe .1B .QQlonia.l hD.t 
Macmillan, 1~9~70 p.,c$2.25, I, II, III, 
appeared 1n three libraries. . 
The author reconstructs for us colonial 
life by describing in great detail 
m.anners, customs, dress, homes, child-
life, e1;c• 
*21. Elson, H. w., History 2! the United Stites £t 
AmerieJh .Macmillan, 1945,~.40, II, appeared 
in three libraries. · 
Readable history filling a place 
between the longer works and con-
densed school histories. 
========~=========================================-=-=-=======-==-~-9-F========I 
**22. Farrand~ M •.!. Fathers 2! the £onstitution, Yale 
Universlty Press, 1921, 246 p., $2.25, II, 
VIII, appeared in three librarles. 
Part of the Chronieles of Americ& 
Series. See Andrews, c. M. 
*23. Faulkneri ·H. R.,_~AmericanEconomic History, . 
Harper, 943, 704 p., $4.25, II, IV, appeared 
in three libraries. 
The author stresses economic causes 
and explanations rather more than 
economists would. 
24. Ferberi E., §2 Big, Doubleday! 1924, 360 p., 
o. p. 947, II, appeared in s x libraries. 
The study of a woman whose fineness 
and vision, whose sense or beauty, 
and of beauty or toilt could not be 
quenched by a hard lire of truck 
farming in a stolid Duteh settle-
ment near Chieago. 
25. Fiske J., Qld Yirginia ~hq H!t N§ighbors, 
Houghtoni 1'8971 2 v., eac · $3.00, II, ap~eared in four ibrar es. 
26. Franklin,_ B., AutobiographY, Houghton, 1928, 
248 p., o2 eents, II, appeared in five libraries. 
Written between 1771-1788. It is a 
straightforward life story of a typical-
ly American character endowed with great 
powers developed by self-education. 
27. Greenan and Meredith Everyday Problems Q! 
Amerieen Democracy, Aoughton, 19441 ;87 p., $2.16, III, VII, appeared in two 1 braries. 
The last chapter discusses our demo-
cratic .way or life. An . appendix of 37 
pages includes the constitution of the 
United States and a full index. 
28. Gunther1 J., Inside ~prope, Harper, 1940, 606 p., $3.50, !II, v, appeared in three llbraries 
9 
A collection of personality 
portraits or the men who are 
shaping policies in Europe, with 
some comment on political and 
economic issues. 
29. Haskin, F. J., American Government Toda{J 
Ha~perl 1941, 566 p., III1 v. appeared four 1 braries, o. p. 194"1 · 
An informal account · of the growth 
and work of various departments 
of the Federal Government. 
*30. Heiser, v. G., An American Doctor~ OdYsseY, 
Norton, 1936, 5'44 .p., $3.50, III, appeared 
in five libraries. 
He studied diseases, fought epide· 
mics, and carried the gospel of 
health all over the globe. 
*31. Hendrick, B. J., The Age ~ Big Busines§i Yal.e 
University Press, 1919, 196 p., $2.25, I , IV, 
appeared in three libraries. 
Part of the Chronicles of America 
Se~i~s, See Andrews, c. 
*32. Hough, E., ~Covered Wagon 1 Grosset, 379 p., $1.00, II, III, appeared in :rour libraries. 
A story of a great migration the 
movement of awagon train of 2,ooo 
men, women and children from 
Missouri to Oregon in 1848. 
*33. Hulbert, A. B., The Path~ 2! Inland Commerce · 
Yale University Press, 1920, 211 p., $2.25', ii, 
III, appeared in four libraries. 
Part of the Chronicles of America 
Series, See Andrews, c. 
*34. Jackson, H. H., Ramona! Little, 424 p., $2.5'0, 
II, appeared in five 1 braries. 
An absorbing story and a vivid picture 
of life in old California. The hero is 
one of the Mission Indians and his trage-
dy comes from the injustice of the white 
man. 
9:1 
*35. Johnston! M., To Have~ IQ ~' Houghton, 
1931, 33 p., 12.~1, II, appeared in five 
libraries. 
This romance of colonial Virginia was 
first published in 1900. 
**36. Keller, H." ~Story~! !I 1!!!, 1905, 441 p., 
$2.50, III, VII, appeared 1n four libraries. 
The narrative of a young woman who has 
been deaf and blind.: from infancy is 
written in a style which is not only 
idiomatic but individual and rhyth-
mical. 
*37. Kingsley, c., Westward~:, Dodd, 1941, 641 p., 
$2.50, II, appeared in five libraries. 
Contains illustrations from 16th century 
originals - the voyages and adventures 
of Sir Amyas Leight knight of Burrough, 
in county of Devon, in reign of Queen 
Elizabeth - rendered into modern English 
by the author. 
38. Knox} R~ B., ~ Caps 1 Doubleday, 1932, 304 p., $2.oo, · I, . appeared in :rour librarles. . 
Tells attitude of the South and priva-
tions and adjustments caused by Civil 
War but does not go into the bitter 
period of reconstruction. 
' . ' . 
**39. Magruder, .F. At., j.merican .Governmentz! Cansidera-
!!2!1 gt· the Problems £.! ·Democracy, Allyn, 1944, 
710 p., ii:92, III, VII, appeared in four libraries. 
A well recommended text on the Federal, 
State, and Local Government 
**40. Magruder, F. A., National Government §ni Interna-
tional Relations, Allyn, 1942, 634 p., 2.12, II, 
appeared in four librarles. . . 
Highly recommended text first published 
in 1929 and frequently revised. 
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41. Moody, J., ·In! Railroad Builders1 Yale Universi-ty Press, 1921, 257 p., $2.25', ·Il., IV, appeared 
in three libraries. 
Part of the Chronicles of America 
Series, See Andrews, c. 
*42. Morley, c., _farnassus Q!l Wheels, Lippincettl 1917, 
190 p., $2.00, III, appeared in four librar es. 
Breezy and thoroughly enjoyable story of a 
spinster of thirty.nine who im• 
pulsively buys a wagon-van of 
books ~nd, coached by the former 
owner, a shy, middle-aged pro-
fessor1 starts out on country 
roads ror adventure. 
*43.Pa1ne, A. B., A Box•s Life 2! Mark Twain, Harper, 
1916, 35'3 p., $1.20, II, appeared in three libraries. 
Tbe story of a man who made the 
world laugh and love him. 
44. Parker_ , G., Seats Q! the Mighty! Appleton-Century, 
376 p., $1.00, II, appeared in ronr libr~ries. 
An absorbing romance of the time of 
the wars in America between France 
and England, in which Wolfe and other 
famous characters appear. 
*45'. Parkma.n, F., ~ Orego!l Trail, Rinehart, 1931, 
385' p., $2.00, II, appeared in five libraries. 
A true record of the adventures of Park-
man and his four companions as they join the great western movement that 
took place in 1846. 
46. Riis, J. 1 Ih! Making Q! !S Amerieanf MacMillan, 1924, 44j p., o. p. 1947, I, II, II , appeared in 
four libraries. 
Autobiography of a penniless Danish 
immigrant who became an honored and 
famous American 
*47. Rolvaag, 0. E., Giants in~ Earth, Harper, 1927, 
465' p., $2.50, II, appeared in four libraries 
The Norwegian immigrant as 
a pioneer in America. 
48. Steffens! L. 1 ~utobiograRhY1 Harcourt, 1931, 884 p., $3.95, V , Vlii, appeared in tour libraries. 
Includes the famous trial of the 
McNamaras for the dynamiting 
of the Los Angeles T~me~ Building!• 
revolution in Mexico; t e Kerensk 
revolution in Russia; and the peace 
conference in Paris, with a bril-
liant interpretation of the person-
alities of Wilson and Clemenceau. 
**49~ Stephenson, N. w., Apraham Lincoln ani the Union, 
Yale University Press, 1921, 272 p., 2:2;, II, 
appeared in three libraries. 
Part of the Chronicles of America 
Series, See Andrews, c • . -
5'0. Stowe, H. B., Uncle Tom's Cabiq, Ho11ghton, 5'00 p., 
$2.00, II, appeared in five libraries. 
Story of plantation life before 
the Civil War. 
51. Van Loon, H., The ~~orx 2! Mankind, Garden City 
Publishing Co.~O p., $I.oo, III, appeared in 
four libraries. 
Fascinating outline of universal 
history for childreni reaching 
from the caveman to 920. 
**5'2. Washington, B. T., YR From Slavery, Doubleday, 
1901, 330 p., $2.00, I, appeare~ in four libraries. 
A fascinating and inspiring story 
or the author's boyhood in slavery 
and of his training at Hampton, 
and of the building up of the 
great school for Negroes at Tuskegee. 
**5'3. White, S. E. , Deni~l !3ponei Wilderness §cQu,!, 
Doubleday! 1935', 30~ p.,~ .oo, I, appeared 
in three ibrarles. 
Th~ life story of the greatest 
frontiersman. 
**5'4. Wister, o., ~ VirEinian, Macmillan, 392 p., $2.75, II, appeared in six libraries. 
Capital study of the best type of 
Western cowboy, intrepid, level 
headed, right hearted. 
**55. World Almanac, World-Telegram, $1.75', I, III, v, 
B.ppeared in s1x libraries. . · 
Ann.u.al, first issued in 1868. A 
handy compilation of statistics 
and general information. The most 
useful reference book of its size 
and cost in the world. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
The libraries of the six secondary schools studied in 
this survey were found to be very poorly supplied with 
social studies references as recommended by textbook writers. 
American History, Economics and Geography were found to be 
the most commonly taught subjects. Approximately one half of 
all the social studies references were found to be those 
which are recommended for American History. Most of these 
are fictional, biographical, or parts of series or sets. 
Recommendations 
If a schoolts library is inadequate, the first step 
toward correcting the situation is to make full use of the 
references which are availsble. For this reason the writers 
strongly urge that a course in library science be instituted 
in the secondary school so that the student will know how to 
use the library's resources. 
The fight to provide adequate social studies libra. 
ries for secondary schools involves members of the school 
board, the superintendent, and the .principal as well as the 
social studies department head and the classroom teacher. 
Those ·in authority must be sold on the importance of a social 
studies library. Full use of the available funds should be 
made by the social studies department heads. Books must be 
bought because there is a need for them, not because they 
are parts of series and sets. 
Scm.e central authority should be established for 
social studies references. The list of references recom-
mended by this authority should be the result of the col-
lQboration of librarians and textbook writers, teachers 
and department heads in the field of social studies. In 
this way the textbook writers could feel that they are 
recommending references which the schools are likely to have. 
Thus the suggested readings in social studies textbooks 
would take on new meaning. 
The basic social studies library presented in the 
preceding pages is recommended as a nucleus for supplying 
adequate social studies references for the secondary school 
library~ Particular attention should be paid to those re-
ferences appearing on this basic social studies list which 
are starred or double starred. 
.. 
APPENDIX A 
WORKll~G LIST 
Junior High School American History 
Adams, J. D., Stonewall 
Altsheler, J. A., ~ Texas Scouts 
Aspling, K., Semper Fidelis 
Bachman, F. P., Great Inventors~ Their Inventions 
Barstow, c. L., ~plorers lillS Settl~ 
Beard, A. E. s., Qur Foreign Born Citizens 
Bennet, T. J., B~rnaby Lee 
Berry, F. E. , Talking Aroum! ~ ~rth 
Bishop, J. B. ,-L, Rqosevel t 1 s 1~~t§!s !-.2 ill:§. Children 
Buildin£ Ame:r:lca Series 
Chernley, M. v., Boys1 ~ 2f. the ID:i_ght ~ot:t}~!§ 
Coatsworth, E., The Golden Horse§hoe 
Cody, w. F., Adventures 21. Buffalo ruJl 
Compton's Pictured ~cyelo]edia 
Custer, E., Boots and §pgdles 
Daugherty, J., Daniel ~~n! 
Davis, J., !£Other White~ 
Davis, R. J., BoYs 1 .!4f.! Qt. Grover Cleveland 
Dix, B. M., Blithe McBri£! 
Dix, B. M., Soldier Rigd§.J.-e 
Driggs, H. R., Pony Expresp QQ§§ Through 
Dyer, W. A. ~ Qf. Lil>.f?!.t~ 
Earle, A. M., Child .Y:.f.! .!!! Colo@l Da.xs 
Earle, A. M., ~ Life .!D. Colo!l1!1 Day~ 
Faris, J. T., Where QBr ~istori ~ Made 
Field, R. L., C§liee ~ 
Finger, c. J., Courag!ous QQ~P!nion 
Floherty, J. J., .Qg the Air 
Garland, H., Boys' Lif~ £n ~he Prairie 
Gray, E. J., Meggy Macintosh 
Gray, E. J., .f!mg 
Grey, K., Rollin~ Wheels 
Hagedorn, ~., Boy's Life of ! . .]Qosevelt 
Hall, C. C~, Through ~I Rail 
Hart, A. B~, Cam~§~ F!resides Qf the RevolutiQQ 
Hart, A. B~, Source~£!. American ~istori 
Hart, A. B~ Steven~, E., Ro·mance £.1: ~ Civil ~ 
H~.~tman, G., Machines ,!!nd Men Who ~ the World 21 Industrl: 
Hewes, A. ~., Glory£!. ~~ 
Hill, F. T~, ~the Trail .2£ Grant~.&!! 
Holland, R. s. Historic Inventions 
Rylander, c. J., Ameri~ ~ven!ors 
James, M., The Courageous Heart 
Johnston, _M., IQ. ~ and To 1!Q1g 
Ken ton, _E.? With .!J.g§}·ts Cour~g~ous 
Knox, R. B. 1 GraY Caps 
Lamphre:, ~-·, . Days £! the Discoverers 
Langdon, w. c., Everydai Tping~ jn _Amerlt:llm ~ 
,. _,. •l !·. tl~ 
. ...:L 't.iV 
Lansing, M., Liberat~~ and H§rpe§. Qf Soutb_America 
Lindbergh, c., !! 
Lisitsky, c., Thomas Jeffers.Qg 
Meadowcroft, w. H., Boy's bife 2! Edison 
Meeker, E. ~nd Driggs, H. R., Q! Team ~I§ QS 1h! Oregon 
!~il 
Meigs, c. L., A! the Crow Flies 
Moses, B., Franklin Delano Roosevelt 
Moses, B., &:u Knigb~ 
Nicholay, H., Andrev1 Jackson, lb§ Fightin! Fresi~! 
Nicholay, H., ~oy's 1jfe Q1. Thomas Jefferson 
Nicholay, H., Boy's Life £! Washing~ou 
Nichola.y, H., Boyts Life of u. 
--
§.. Grant 
Nicholay, H., Boy's Life of Abraham Lincoln 
-- -
Nicholay, H., Boy's Life of A. 
---
Hamilton 
Page, T. N., Two Little CQnfed£rate.§. 
l~geant Q! Amerie~ Series 
Peck, A. M., Pageanl Qt. South American !U!StPU 
Potter, E., Christ9pher Columbu~ 
Reck, F. M., Roman~e ~ American :1ransp..Qrtatj2,!! 
R11s, J., Making 2! in American 
Rourke, E., DavY Crockett 
Roxford and Carson, ConstitutJQn Q! Qyr gpuntr~ 
Sandburg, c., &be 1jncoln Grown YR 
Seeger, E., Pageant 2f Chinese H!stoLI 
Shaw, R• B. Story Q! ~ Pioneer 
Singmaster, E., Swords Qf Steel 
Skinner, c. D., Silent §s2! 
Skinner, c. L., Becky Landers, Frontier Warrier 
Stackpole, E. A., Smuggler!! biek 
Swift, H. H. Railroad !2 freedom 
Tappan, E. M., Stor~ Qf Qyi C~nstitution 
VanMeter, T. w., Trains, Track and Travel 
Wade, M. H., Master Builders 
Washington, B. T., YJ2 from Sl~ver.x 
White, s. E•, Daniel Boon~~ !ilgerpeg~ Scout 
World Almanac 
Adams, A., 
Adams, H., 
Adams, J. 
Adams, J .. 
Adams, J. 
Adams, J., 
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Senior High School American History 
Non-Fiction' 
The Log ~ ! powbol: 
History Q!· United ~ates 
T., !h! Provinsia! §£~iety 
T •' The !:2..Ynding Q! !2 England 
T •' .QJ;u: Business Civilization 
Familiar b_ej:ters 
Adams, R. G., History 2! 1h£ foreigp folisz 2! !b! Yniteg 
State§ 
Adams, T. s. end Sqmner, H. L., Labor Problems 
Addams, Jane, Twenty Years 21 HY!1 pou;e 
Allen, F. L., Qn1I J~sterday 
Andrews, c. M., Colonial folkwai§ 
Andrews, c. M., I!!.! F§tbers Q.f. l!2 England 
·Arnold, J. I., Problems 2! American 11fe 
Atherton, G. F., Ib! ~pngueror 
Babcock, c., Rise 2! American Hationali!z 
Bacheller, I., A Man fgr ~Age! 
Baker, R. s., Woodrow ~ilson, Life fipd ~etter! 
Baker, R. s., Woodrow Wilson, ~ World Settlement 
Bassett, J. s., FederaJJ~! §l§~ 
Beard, c. A., A!l ~Q!tQlli Int§!l!retatiol'l Qt. ~ ,ggnsti,tuyp,g 
Beard, A. E. s., Qyt Foreign-~ Citizens 
Beard, c. A., Economic Origins 2! Jeffersonian Democracz 
Beard, c. A. and Beard, M. A., The Rise of American Civiliza-
tion--
Beard, M. A., A Short ~istorz 2! ~American Labor Movement 
Beck, J. M., In! Cpnstitution 2! !b! Yni~~ States 
Becker, c. L., The Eve 2! the Revolution 
Beveridge, A. J., !b.! Life 2f. .lQ!m !f~rshall 
Bishop, J. B., Theodore ~9asevel~ §nd His 1ime~ 
Blakeslee, G. H., 1h! Recent fpreign Policy 2! ~be United 
States 
Bogart, E. L., Economi£ History~ tb§ pnited State§ 
Bolton, H. E., Ih! Spanish Bprderlands 
Bourne, E. G. Spain ig America 
Bowers, c. G., Jeffer~ ~ Hamilton 
Bowers, c. G., Jeffer§o.n 1Jl power 
Bowers, c. G., In!! Party B§.ttj.~s 2! the Jackson rerj.od 
Bowers, c. G., Ill! j?ragic m 
Brooks, G., Dames ~ ~aughterA Ql ~ y.oun,g Re~ubli,S 
Bruce, H. A., Daniel Boone~ !b! Wilderne§§ ~ 
Bryce, J. , The ,American gommonweal th 
Buck, s. J., Ib! Agrarian Crn§~d~ 
Burgess, J. w., !h! Middle Period 
Callender, G,. S., Selections ~ ~ Economic History 9.! 
!h! United ~tates 
Carlton, F. T., History and Problems 2f Qrganized 1aboz 
Catteral, R. c. H., The Second~ Q! ~ yPited §!§.tes 
Chadwick, F. E., Causes of lb~ Civil !.§.! 
Channing, E., Jeffersonian §~§te~ 
Channing, E., History 2f Qnited States 
Chapman, J. J., William Lloyd Garrison 
Charnwood, G. A. B.,. Abraham ~incQln 
Chase, s., ~~Machines 
Chase, s.,! ~pea} 
Coffin, c. L., Q1g Times for~ Colonies 
Coolidge, A. c., !b! United ~tate§ ~~World power 
Corwin, E. s., John ~rshalJ ~ the Const~tFtign 
Curtis, F., The Itepubliean p~r~z · 
Darrow, F. L., Masters Q! Science gng Invention 
Dewey, D., Finaneia~ Historz 
Dodd, w. E., Expan§iQn !ll!.9: Confli£1 
Dodd, w. E.' !h! Cotton Jingdo~ 
Dodd, w. E., Jeffer§on pavj.s 
Dodd, w 
• E., State~men Qf ~ Old §outh 
Earle, A. M., Child Life j! 2plpnial ~ 
Earle, A. M.' Home Life in . ----- ..,..._._ _._.. Colonial pays 
Earle, A. M.,. State Coach ~nd Tavern ~ 
Elson, H. N •' Histor~ £f 1h! Uniteq §~~te§ 52.! America 
Ely, R. T., The Labor Movement !n Amer1£a 
Farrand, M., the Fathers 2! ~ Constityt1og 
Farrand, M., !,h! .!!!s~ !2!_ American ¥-istorz 
Farrand, M., :Records .Qf !h! Federal gonven!J2n 
Faulkner, H. ·R,., American !!!eQnomic Histor.z 
Fay, B., Roosevel~ !nd ~1~ Amerisa 
Fish, C. R., !,W! ~ ~ ~ gommon ~19-
Fish, c. R., American Ri.Elom~c,.y 
Fisher, S;. G., ~, .!i.Pak~.r .Qolonies 
Fiske, J., Americ~n. gevolutisll 
Fiske, J., Q12 Virginia and~ Neighbor~ 
Fite, E. D., Social and Industrial Conditions Jn ~North 
puring the~vil War --
Ford, G. J., Washington .sng H,is .QQlleagues 
Ford, H. J., Alexander Hamilton 
Forman, s. E., Rise Qt. American Commerce~ Indust...r.z 
Forman, s. E., Sidelights Qn Qur §ocial apd ~onomjc ~istorz 
Foster, J. w., A pentyri 2! Americ~ Pi~o~acz 
Franklin, B., Autobiggr~ 
Garis, R. L., Immigration Restrieti29 
Garrison, G. Pe, Westward ~xpan§i~>n 
Gay, s. H., James MapisoQ 
Girard, J. w., -~ FQU¢ Years in Germapz 
Gompers, s., Seventy Year§ Q! 11!! §nd Labor 
Goodwin, M. w., Dutch~ English 2n ~ Htid§on 
Green; E. B., Provincigl America 
Greenan, J. T., Readings in Americ~ Citizenship 
Harding, S. B., Select .Qrati-2!1! 
Hart, A. B., Amaris~!'! jtl.storz 
Hart, A. B., Formation of t ·he 
--
U.nion. 
Hart, A. B., The 
-
Monroe Doctrine 
,,·· . ,.,..._ 
lt)b 
Hayes, C. H., ! Brief !istory 2! 1h! Great f!! 
Hendrick, B. J .• , 1ili !S£ Letter.§ 2f Wal,!er page 
Hendrick, B. T .... , 
Hill, M., · Liberty Documents 
Hosmer, J. H., ~ Outcome 2[. !!!! Ci vi} !fa'£_ 
Hosmer, J. K., lb.! HistorJ: S?.f ~ Louis ana Purchase 
Hough, E., E.!.f!y•fpur fs>r!Y S2.'£. Figh:t 
Hough, E.,~ Passi!lf: Qf lliFrontier 
Howard, G. E., !!:!.! Preliminari§§ gt ~ R~volutipg. 
Howland, H. T., f{oosev~1-1, His Times 
Howland, L., Stepheg !.,pouglas 
Hulbert, A. B., The Paths £1 Inland ppmmerce 
Hunt, G.o, Life J1! America .Qn!. Hundred !§ars Ago 
Irving, w., ¥~iekerbocker's F1st9IY 2l ~ l2!k 
James, M., TheRaven 
Jernegan7 M. w., The ~merj~ ~9lonie§ 
Johnson, E. R., American ~!lwaz fransportation 
Johnson, A., Jefferson~ Yis QQlleagUe§ 
Johnston, M., ~ Long B£!1 
Johnston, M., The Pioneer§ 91 ~ Ql§ South 
Kaempffert, w., ! Popular H~s~pry 2! AmerieJn Invent12n 
Kohlsant, H. H., E!2m McKinley !Q ~ardi~! 
·La tane; J. H., Ameri;,! A§. !. Wor,lg Power 
Latane, J. B., and Wainhouse, D. w., ! History 2f American 
~igp f'pl~~y 
Lawrence nd the New Deal 
Lodge, H. c., Alexand§t .Hpmilton 
Lodge, H. c., Daniel ~bster 
Lodge, H. c., Life ~ ·1~tt~r§ ~ Q§prg~ 
MacDonald, w., Documentary Source Book 
--
MacDonald, w.' Select pocument§ 
MacDonald, w., The Menance ~ ,Becovery 
Maey, J., ~ AD1!·§~avery Crusade 
Magruder, A. B., l2bn Marshall 
Cabot 
Magruder, F. A., Natione.l Government l!!ll! Internfitipn~l­
Relations 
Malin, J. c., I,b! !!!!ll~ State§ After~ World !AI 
McCalet, w. F., Aaron .Burr Conspir~ 
McFee, W., How Our Government .!§. Run 
McLaughlin, A. c., Confederation and Constitution 
McMaster, J. B., History of~ People Qf ~United States 
Merz, c., ~Great American Eand !Vagon 
Millis, w., ~ Jp.rtial §pirit 
Milton, G. F., !a! ~ve 2! Conflict 
:Vinnigerode, Meade, Some American Ladie~ 
Moody, J., Masters Q.! Capitfl 
Moody, J., !.!:!! Railroad Builders 
Morgan, George, Ib!· ~ife 2! James Ptnroe 
Morgan, James, Qg£ Presidents 
Morse, J. T. l2Jm Ad§m.§ 
Mors-e, J. T., Life 2!, FranklJn · 
Muzzey, D. s., Read~n~~ ig ~mer1£gg History 
-· f~8 j;_J 
Muzzey, D. s.~ Thomas Jefferson 
Nevins, Allan, .IM Emergenc~· ~ ~l'Jl A!leric! 
N evirl·s, Allan, 7Fremp[l,!;, I!?-~ !est 'J pf~§.te§.l A~ventur~r 
Nevins, Allan, Grover- Clevel!nd 
Nicolay, H., Our ~g~i.Qpj!· ~ !3uildi{l,&: 
Ogg, F., 1!!!·-0peping 2f. ~ :Mis;;i~s!ppi 
0 g g , F. , Ill! QJ.d ti·grthwe;§t 
Ogg, F., !!:!! ·Reign 9.! Andrew ,:Tack§on 
Ogg, F., National frogre.!§ 
Orth, s., ~·· Ji9§§ aJli! the Machine 
Orth, s., Our Foreigners 
Paine, R. D., Ill!! Figp.t for ·A ~ 2a 
Paine, R. D., IS!· Q!g Merchant Marine 
Paine, A. B., A Boy's L!fe 9f ~ Twain 
Parkman, F., The pppspiracy ~ Pon~J!-S 
Parkman, F., Ih! Qregon ifail 
Paxson, F. L., 1!.! 1fst ADlerican Frontier 
Peck, H. T., Twenty Years 2[. ~ Republis 
Perry, B., %he~merican §.Rj.rit in Literature 
Powell, E. P., Jullific~t1on §.nd ?ese§§J:on in !h2 PniF~d §tates 
Pratt, J. w.' ~ ~bpansJ:oni~.t~ ·srf J-812 
Pryor, R. A., Rem1n1scene!!§H!2! Peace jpd war 
Rhodes, J. F., Histor.z gl -~ Civil War 
-
Rhodes, J. F., Histpry 21. ~·· pni~e9 Stat~§ 
Richardson, J. D., Messages and Paper§ g! President W§.shing-
ton 
-
Rie·g·el, R. E., Amerj.ca Moves. !{§~ 
Riis, J., · ~ ~ Qther !J!!f Live§ 
Riis, J. A., !h! M~king it~ American 
Roosevelt, T., The :fJ.npin,g si. the West 
Roos·evelt, T., AutobiographY 
Root, J. c., Nathan Hale 
Schlesinger, A. M. ,.lin Vj.ewp9j.nts in £l!lerican jii§to.r~ 
Schlesinger, A. »., I..!!!: Eill 2l, !9!! S:i ty 
Schlesinger, A. M., and Fox, D. R., ! H!storz!!!, j.merie~ 
Life 
-
Schuyler, R. L., I!!!·  QQ~itution Qf lb.§ United ~tate§ 
Scudder, H. E., George Washington 
Sears, L. M., Historz ~ Amerieag Foreiw ~elation§ 
Seymour, c., Woodrpw W!lson Jnd ~h~ World ~ 
Seymour, c., The ,Iptima1-e Paper§. 21 Colonel H9us~ 
Shepherd, w. R., ~Hispanic Nations 2f the New ~Prl9 
Skinner, c. L., Adventurers 9!. Qre,gS)p 
Skinner, c. L., Pioneers 2!. ~ Olii §guthwe,&;t 
Slosson, E. F •' Amerj.can §]iri~ in Education 
Sparks, E. E., NJtional ~velopmen~ 
Sparks, E. E., ~ Exp~nsj.tn g! ~ A~eriegp f!pple 
Sparks, E. E. ~en !D2 Made 19~ Natign 
Stanwood, E., History~ the Presidency 
Stephenson, N. w., Abraha~ Lincoln JPd ~ yPiop 
Stephenson, N. w., The ~.! §1. ~ £.onfederas:y 
Stephenson, N. w., Texas ~ l.b!, M§xie§ll War 
Sullivan, M., Our Times 
Thayer, W. R.; ~ Life ,!lli! Letters 91. 191m Jfay 
Thomas, D. Y., One Hundred Years 21. ~ M2nr9e Doctrine 
Thompson, H., Age 2f. 1nven;ti9n 
Thw·aites, R. G., frange in America 
Tumulty, J. P., ~oodrow !il§PB &! 1 Jgew g1m 
Turner, F. J., The fr2nti-'r JJ! Ameris:an !listorJ! 
-
Turner· , F. J., !Jl!· It.!!~ ~ !!!.! few fest 
Tyler, L. J., Ens lang ln America 
Tyler, M. c., Literary History 2f the Ameri~!ll Revolution 
Tyler, R. c., Patrick !f.!mrY 
Van Hise, c. R., The Con§ervatipn ~Natural Re§pprce§ in 
the- Yn!ted States 
Van Tyne, c. H., The 
-
American Revolution 
Van Tyn-e-7 c. H., The Ctuses ~ the Wfir 2l J:ndependens.~ 
-
Villard, o. G., John 
-
~roWF 
Wallace; H. A., Americ,i MU§t Phi!Qse 
Wandell, Samuel and Minnigerode, I., Aaron~ 
West, W. III., A Source Boo§ .!!! A!!J.erica.n IJistor,I 1Q 12SlZ 
White, w. A., Calvin £golipg~ 
Wildman, E., Famou§ ~§ader§ 2! Indu§t~ 
Wilson, w., Histor,I Q1.!!!! American E!2ple 
Wilson, w., Georg~ Washington 
Wood, w. c., Elizab§tb!D ~ ~ 
. Woodburn, J. A.~, American Repub!ll 
Wrong, G. M., Wash!ngtop find ~l~ Cpmrades 
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Atherton, G., Sena_$9!; !or;t!! 
Austin, J., Standj;s!t 2t, Stf!ndi§!! 
Bacheller, I., Is~ Daxs 2f !:2orRichard 
Bacheller, I., lb.! bight .in~ plearin,g 
Barr, A. E., Remember-~ &,;Lamp 
Blasco, I. v., Four Horsemen 2!. ~ A,ppce.l~e 
Boyd , J. , Mar chj.g,& .Q!! 
Cather, W., One- :52! Qurs 
Catherwood, M., Ihe §~P!~ 2! T9ntj 
Churchill, w., In! CrisiJ 
Churchill, W. , ~ Qro·s-§in,g 
Cooper, J. F-., Last 9-t ll!.! Mobj.eans 
Cooper·, J-. Fe, I!!.§ §.1!% 
Davis, w. s., Gilman ·2f. Redford 
Fer·ber, E., §.2 Bi£· 
Ford, P. L., ~ Honorable Peter ~~erlip.,g 
Hagedorn, H., ~ ~9ugh ~ider§ 
Harte, B., ~ Qf Roar ips Cfimp 
Hawthorne, N., Twice~ Tale§ 
Hergesheimer, J., Bright Shawl 
Hough, E_., !.b.! £g!_ered Wagon 
Jackson, H. H., !f·l!!ru! 
Johnston, M., IS?. H§.ve and 1Q HQld 
Kingsley, c., Westward ~J 
Mitchell, s. w., Ih! B!S Ci~X 
Morrow, H. w., Forev~ ~ 
Norris, F., ~ o~~ORUS 
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